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There is no excuse for lies, lies are
never white - they are always black.
The truth may hurt but lies will
hurt even more ...

Thank you very much for joining us on another thought provoking expedition to the limits of knowledge
(I did really need to say that!). It has been an interesting Christmas for me certainly- I was present at an unusual happening a few days before
the new year. I was staying at a friends house and just getting ready to settle down for sleep when the power failed. I shouted to my female
friend who was in the other room that I thought we had power cut. Just as I finished saying tilis, there was an extra bright flash which lit up
ti1e room through tile tilin bedroom curtains. TI1en from in the other room, Carol (the friend) shouted "Get in here quick, quick, get in here
right now!". Not quite knowing what to expect, and in a half awake state, as a defensive measure grabbed the nearest tiling to myself, and ran
into the lounge of ti1e upstairs flat. By the tin1e I was just conling out of the bedroom the power had come back on.
Carol explained tl1at she had just seen a very bright and large object wllich appeared to have a flame, thrust or halo coming out of the back
of it. TI1is had streaked across the Abercynon valley and towards the North. It must have passed directly overhead. Carol was quite shook up
by tllis and informed me of a message she had been given by a psychic, wllich stated that there "would sightings wllilst the snow was around."
Well we were in the middle of the big freeze and the snow was armmd, so tllis extra infonnation made the experience more interesting for
Carol. Needless to say we got out in the car and did some nightwatching straight away, but sadly we saw notl1ing else. I hope your Christmases
were as eventful as tlmt. Oh yes, and Carol asked me why was I tightly clutclling tl1e duvet from the bed!

In tllis edition we will be looking at the phenomena of Remote Viewing which has hit tl1e headlines since the Jim Sclmabel (formerly a
skeptic, but now we just don't know ... ) docwnentary called "TI1e Real X Files: Remote Viewers". TI1e obvious need for further information
led me to dig out some facts about the subject, as well as doing some interviews, wllich I am sure you will find interesting. After reading the
articles, which as always come from all possible angles, you may be inclined to try some Remote Viewing yourself Good luck. One tiling, be
sure to let us know of your results- especially the good ones! I am sure tl1ere will be more infonnation on Remote Viewing in future issues.
I have been holding back on doing an article on tl1e Waco "siege" for some tin1e. TI1e reason for tllis is due to the want to let tl1e full scope
and soul horror sink in to me before setting pen to paper. The information wllich I present to you will probably shock, and it should for tl1e
facts behind Waco have been very much nlisrepresented in the media. We should know the truth so we can be aware that these sorts of
cover-ups can happen in the UK, perhaps tomorrow! I strongly reconunend the reader getting hold of a copy of the video Waco the big lie as
tlus serves to back up the articles points very well.
My good friend Chris Fowler has been hard at work hacking away at the Ministry of Defence in London and has received an exclusive fust
time admission that Rudloe Manor was indeed t11e co-ordination point for UFO reports investigation in tl1e UK. You will probably read about
this amazing admission elsewhere soon, but don't forget t11at you heard it here fust folks! (Read Newsdesk for further infonnation)
Cluis Davies, one of tl1e founder members to the "Search" UFO group from Bristol has written an article on the misperceptions of the
Bible and characters. It is interesting tl1at such a powerful tiling as religion can base it's roots in Bible stories which are more far removed and
less credible tlum current day UFO sighting reports. Yet believers take the messages contained in tl1e Bible as "Gospel" witl1little evidence
to back up these stories. It is strange tl1at it is so hard to make some of ti1ese same people believe in UFO's, otl1er life etc ... How weeeeeird!
Chris Fowler again takes tl1e stage and provides us with an interesting review of happenings in tl1e Gulf Breeze area of Florida (his special
interest area). Much oftl1e information and evidence being collected in tllis area is having an active effect on tl1e Ufology world. Daylight craft
witl1 radical manoeuvring capabilities are now caught on film on atleast a monthly basis. We are fast approaching a new era of understanding
of tl1e potential of the phenomena and Chris will keep us abreast of tf1e latest happenings as tl1ey take place.
Paul Damon signs on witl1 another interesting viewpoint on the Roswell Footage along with Daryl Smitl1, an independent UFO researcher
from Batl1. Paul also shares his opinions on tl1e expansion of awareness of otl1er planets and possibilities for life that surround us in the article
"Towards the Hollow Eartl1".
Lastly we have the concluding part of our introduction to Crop Circles interviews. This time we hear tl1e intriguing stories and w1earthed
facts that have been brought forth by the researcher Busty Taylor. Busty, in addition to being one of the most recog11ised crop circle
photographers, has been researching the subject for many years. Hopefully his insights will inspire others to look at this interesting subject
and delve deeper.
Hope you enjoy this edition and once more may I welcome anyone to subnut articles or letters for publications or to write to us witl1
research infonnation. We are nothing witl10ut all of you out tl1ere, and together I an1 sure we will get closer to tl1e trutl1. Keep in touch.
Matthew Williams -Editor
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NEWSDESK Update
NEWS EXCLUSIVE. MOD ADMIT
RUDLOE MANOR DID DEAL WITH
UFO'S.
Truthseekers review author Chris
Fowler recently made a breakthrough in his
dealings with tl1e MOD (Ministry of
Defence) at Whitehall. Chris regularly
writes to the MOD questioning them on
their policies in a very methodical marmer.
It is hard to evade the types of questions tlmt
Chris asks.

In his most recent reply from the MOD
Miss Kerry Phillpot of Secretariat Air Staff
2a (The section that deals witl1 UFO reports)
admitted for the very first time tl1at Rudloe
Manor did undertake the role of a "coordination point" for reports ofUFO's. Chris
has already been in touch with farnous UFO
author Tim Good and he was very excited by
the news. Tlus admission has been a long
tin1e conling ar1d goes quite a way to confirm
some of the good investigative work fuat
Tim Good has undertaken as well as Mr
Fowler. Tlus is certainly a very interesting
story wluch will undoubtedly have
rar1llftcations fuat shake further up the MOD
ar1d UFO trees. We will now be able to ask
the question - who deals witl1 tills sort of
fuing now ... As the MOD have adnutted
that it was eat witl1 by Rudloe in the past, it
will be very hard to say tl1at it is no longer
being dealt witl1. We will keep you informed

that tl1e incident was again confinned to
him by a flight control officer at RAF
Kinloss a few weeks later. The pilot
claimed that tl1e people involved have all
been ordered to shut up about tl1e case.
T11e pilot who works on postal aircraft
said he heard tl1e events being discussed
over air to ground radio as he was on ail
approach to land. T11e RAF deny having
scrambled ar1y aircraft to chase fue UFO
but one insider at Edinburgh airport said
that he remembered the incident well.
Source: The Sun Newspaper 24th Nov

Experts have estinmted fuat fue planet is
a lot hotter than ours but are not ruli.J.1g out
tlmt life could not evolve i.J.1 such conditions.
The revelation means now fuat tl1e odds of
no alien life being able to visit us are
reduced. It is also possible tl1at otl1er nearer
planets may be found which would i.J.1crease
tl1e possibility of us fmding evidence of
alien life somewhere in space.
ROSWELL 2 ON THE CARDS

95.
BRECONBEACONSUFO
Recently a UFO was spotted over a
military range. The Sennybridge range
plays home to many practising troops
including the SAS. T11e ranges are
nom1ally accessible by road as long as
there is no firing taking place but on tl1e
night in question fue site was active. Ceri
Jones, and a few friends were up on ail
overlooking hill off fue rar1ges at about
11.00 at night when they saw a large light,
between orar1ge ar1d yellow in colour lit
up. T11e object seemed to be being fired at
by laser weapons of some sort. The
sighting was videotaped but the laser
weapons carmot be seen because of focus
problems wifu the video camera lens. We
are investigating tlus case now and
welcome any infom1ation regarding UFO's
in tl1e Brecon area or tl1e possible Brecon
nulitary involvement.

of any oilier updates on this story.
RAF SCRAMBLE JETS FOR UFO
CHASE
Tlrree RAF jets were scrambled to
intercept a UFO that was buzzing
Edinburgh, a pilot claimed. The tomado
aircraft were sent up to investigate after tl1e
UFO was picked up on ground radar and
was also reported having been seen by
ground staff. The flier, who fears he may
lose Ius licence if he were identified, said

masses. T11e solar system ar1d plar1et are
located near tl1e Pegasus star system.

NEW PLANET MAKES ALIEN ODDS
BETTER
The recent discovery of a planet only
35 light years away from Earth which
could support life as we know it has got
scientists looking hard at tl1eir opi.J.uons
about alien life in the muverse. The
planet, which was discovered by the
Hubble telescope has a blue green
appearar1ce and all signs are tlmt there is
an Oxygen atmosphere, seas an land

It has been rumoured tl1at Ray Sar1tilli ,
executive producer of tl1e Roswell footage
ar1d origi.J.1al purchaser of tl1e footage, will
be releasi.J.1g part 2 of tl1e footage soon.
Word of tl1is has the UFO conununity
buzzi.J.1g - but some people are not so
amused. Ray Santilli has made various
pronuses to the UFO world wluch involve
access to tl1e footage, all of which he has
welched on. He claimed tl1at he no longer
had access to tl1e footage as it had been sold
to a Gennar1 busi.J.1ess man who collects rare
films. tius was supposed to be fue last we
would ti1en hear from Ray on ti1e subject. It
did not matter to Ray fuat he had pronlise
ti1at he would not sell the footage!
Now it seems fuat ti1e Gennan backer
has come back to Mr Santilli inorder to
allow further parts ofthe footage out to tl1e
public - for a profit ofcourse. Ray neglected
to tell ti1e world fuat he was not giving ti1e
whole protion of the footage, instead he
chose to give ti1e i.J.upresion ti1at fuey got all
ti1at was available. Now we are told ti1at
much more footage exists and will be
released soon. Some Ufologists say that tlus
exploitation of researchers and public is
outrageous ar1d tl1at Ray Santilli has had tl1e
opportunity to make enough money out of
tl1e footage to allow him to become a bit
more generous.
Matthew Willian1s.
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TO WAll~ THE HOLLOW HOVITAII
Paul Damon
By

Paul Damon hits out with facts and logic
at all the closed minded ...
It is estimated that our sun is 5,000
million years old and it is also estimated
that our Milky Way galaxy is somewhere
between 10,000 and 25,000 million years
old. It is certainly not unreasonable to make
the asswnption that there must be other star
systems numbering in the millions that are
older than our own. Lets imagine for a
moment that way over on the other side of
our galaxy, somewhere in the middle of the
eastern spiral ann, there is a sun that is

5,500 million years old - 500 million years
older than our own sw1. Let us also imagine
that among the planets that formed within
the gravity area of that sun, a planet orbited
at roughly the same distance as the Earth
orbits our star. Life evolved on that world,
and the dominant species evolved into
intelligent creatures capable of harnessing
their environment - and they left their stone
age 500 million years before we did. Given
such a scenario, if they survived to the
present day, what would be the state of their
teclmology, their understanding of the
tmiverse and the physics that powers it?
What would be the state of their biological
evolution? Would the power of their minds
be capable of differing psychic abilities,
maybe enhanced by their technology?
Would they have cracked the secret of
genetic coding in order to achieve cellular
inunortality?
And maybe the biggest
question, would they have the capability to
travel from one side of the galaxy to the
other in a very short time?

STELLAR SCENARIOS
Such stellar scenarios and resulting
questions could be applied to a staggering
amount of stars in our galaxy, m1d then
maybe an infmite amount of stars within
all of the galaxies of the cosmos.
Lets look at this in another, equally as
mind stimulating-way. How do we, the
hwnan race perceive plankton in the sea?
How do the plankton in the sea perceive
us? We have only discovered plankton in
the last century due to the power of
microscope teclmology, and before that,

we had no perception of plankton at all; a
life form occupying the oceans of our
world for millions of years. We believe
them to have no intelligence, based on
biological assumptions. The bias of
organic sizes also comes into play here.
Now, if we flip the coin and ask if
plmlkton perceives mankind then we will
inevitably say "of course not.. .. ". That
again is a biological assumption. No
person can prove otherwise. Is it safe to
say that we do not on the whole enjoy m1
interactive role with the life of plankton and again, vice-versa. If we look at the
bigger picture of the food chain and eco
system, then we cm1 see that all life on this
planet is intricately bound together m1d
li11ked in some way or another. Although
both percetions have no real relevance, the
bond is present. Can the same be said of
stellar and galactic neighbours? Are we,
as a species, oblivious of the fact that alien
lifeforn1s could be swanning the galaxy,
and we are not perceiving them as we do
not have the experience or technological

knowledge to do so? Yet they could be
watching us very closely - as a marine
biologist would study the behaviour of
plankton.

BEWILDERMENT
Is there no perception of m1 alien
intelligence? Well, if you asked the average
mm1 or woman on the street that question
you would more than likely be met with
frowns m1d blmlk stares of bewilderment.
The general answers would most certainly
be along the lines of "I've never really

thought about it to be honest. .. ." or "What
are you talking about?" A very wlfortunate
fact is that when you make the decision to
investigate and research what is sometimes
labelled a fringe phenomena, you will more
than likely invoke undesirable responses
from friends and family alike - unless they
think and feel along the same lines as you.
When you decide to tell a startling piece of
information to someone who has only ever
had a lifelong interest in football, television
and the sports club on a Friday night, you
will inevitably get a good humoured slap on
the back and an invitation for a dri11k in the
closest pub.

In retrospect, if you get the same person
on their own and in a sober mood - and pull
out a photograph of the Martim1 face and
show them it for exmnple, and simply say to
the person "What do you thiilk that looks
like?", you will notice that they will stare
ii1tensely at it for a few moments, m1d give
the answer - "a face .. .". If you then say Continued on page 8
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Ramota Viawinu &
Tha Military
By Non-non Commissioned Officer Matthew Williams
W hen the American military starts
using psychics for it's intelligence
gathering the whole world takes notice.
Were the claims of the remote viewers
with substance or were they taking part
in a counter intelligence program to
double bluff the Russians?
Remote Viewing may best be described
as a clinical and scientific way of obtaining
moderately accurate and repeatable
instances of extra sensory perception. (ESP)
Remote Viewing is the indirect method of
obtaining the infom1ation from the remote
viewer by use of "double blind" (keeping
hidden from all involved) questioning. 1l1is
asks why, if nobody knows what the
questions are, can people give the answers.
1l1is is the beauty of Remote Viewing
because results are indeed obtained. All that
it seems is required is strict training in the
teclmiques involved.
I have for quite some time been very
interested in claims of psychics and have
been looking for hard proof, if any. The
answers always seem to be out of reach for
me. It' s almost as if the subject eludes me,
which can lead to a sense of paranoia about
the people who surround you telling you the
truth of their precognitive abilities and asks
the question, is one being duped? I was very
interested when I heard about Remote
Viewing because it seemingly had a seal of
approval from the American govenunent.
How fantastic, that whilst official sources
would always deny the abilities of psychics
and debunk claims of paranonnal
phenomena, that we should see that the
same official sources were investigating and
using such paranonnal abilities for
clandestine means.
1l1e existence of Remote Viewing has
long been known, although not largely
acknowledged by those in higher positions
of power. Due to the large number of people
who have now come forward, apparently
witl1 tl1e consent of tl1eir old employers, tl1e
weight of evidence to say that such projects
did exist has forced the issue out into the
open.

h1 192 7 tl1ere were a series of
experiments carried out by two ladies
named Miles and Ramsden which
demonstrated tl1e ability to remote view. ill
this case photographs were taken of distant
locations and tl1en sealed in envelopes.
1l1e subject viewer would tl1en have the
mental itnage of tl1e church projected to
them by anotl1er person. 1l1e viewer would
not be seeing what was hidden inside tl1e
envelopes but instead would transpose
tl1emselves to the remote location where
the photo was taken - and the time could
vary for when the person views tl1e area.
Some promising results were obtait1ed and
this may have led to it1terest being taken
up by the British military. Britain seems to
be tl1e first country to have used psychics
for spying purposes. hlfonnation regardit1g
these projects is hard to obtain altl1ough
certain pieces of itlfonnation have come
forth. It was not until the 1970's that
America started it' s R.V. projects.
The Statlford Research mstitute
(S.R.I.) based in Califonua was ti1e site
chosen by ti1e C.I.A. to conduct secretive
experitnents into R.V. capabilities.

and soon the team began to use different
methods oftargeting.
It was discovered that it was not
required for the person who had the
envelope to attend the location it1 order to
get results. Subsequently it was then found
that tl1e random selected sealed envelope
could be left sealed, but given a number,
and this could be quoted as the reference for
the remote viewer to lock onto. Remarkable
as it may seem tins meti1od showed to be
just as effective - so no projection oflocation
was required any longer. The final
breaktluough was that map references could
be used, even if these were from non
standard maps with generalised accuracy. It
was as if the people doing the remote
viewing would already know where they
were supposed to be, without being asked.
They could view there without being
prompted and provide answers without
knowing ti1e question; alti1ough tl1ey still
required a mechanism and regin1en in order
to provide reasonable results.

This indicated tlmt it1 addition to there
beit1g an ability for somebody to remote

~--------------------------------.

Two well respected
scientists, Russell Targ
and Harold Puthoff
(pictured to the right)
were the first people to
get involved in research
work. They used various
photographs which were
sealed it1 envelopes and
put in a safe. Somebody
who did not know tl1e
contents of the envelopes
would be allowed to
open one of tl1em and
then make tl1eir way to
the location where the
photo was taken. Whilst
the person was on his
way tl1e remote viewer/s
who were separated in
anotl1er building would
follow using E.S.P. and
describe their final
location. Some of the
results were startling,

D r Harold Puthoff
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view, they were also using or making
contact with a secondary paranom1al ability
to foresee the future or gain intelligence
through an unknown means. Some people
believe that this is proof of a link with what
has been known as the Akashic record. Tlris
Akaslric record is supposedly a database of
all that is now, and all that has been, linked
with those that live and think, and those that
have lived and interfacing somewhere with
a lrigher energy.]
Targ and Puthoff employed many
psyclrics in their tests but the best known of
them were Pat Price and Ingo Swann. Pat
Price was a retired police conmrissioner,
whilst Ingo Swann was an artist. They took
part in many experiments and helped fom1
the basic routines which ended up being
employed in all remote viewing tests carried
out by the nrilitary later on. Price's and
Swmm's results in tests showed their
accuracy as being an average 80%, wlrich
considering the popular view of sceptics
who say such things are in1possible, is a very
good score.

he would keep the remote
viewer on their toes by a
constant re-evaluation of
what was being seen by
different perspectives known
as "Series" and "Levels".
Series involved the
description of the senses
and levels could involve a
persons
feelings
and
. emotions about a situation.
Sometin1es the person would
not be able to describe
objects or locations but could
guess the shapes or without
seeing the shape have an
impression or feeling that it
would be that shape, and tlris
would be a level response.
Deeper levels would require
the subject to feel himself
being at the location as
opposed to Iris simply
observing it. This would
then allow "walk-tlrroughs",
where tl1e person could explore the
enviromnent once he had locked on using
the lesser levels. Through repeated and
quick fire exm11inations of tl1e series and
level responses tl1e details are noted.
Sometimes tl1e viewer would prefer to
take tl1e notes himself or to do drawings of
locations whilst relaying descriptions
verbally. The reason the questions were
supposed to be quick fire was to stop fue
viewer trying to analyse what he or she
was seeing and categorising it i.e: The
person sees a square shape and given too
much time may fool himself into thinking
it is something like a window pane when it
may have been a house. Sometimes when
in deep levels tl1e remote viewing was so
vivid tlmt no interpretations were needed.

One interesting part of the remote
viewing process was the effect called
displacement. This came to mean two
things, either that the viewer did not see
what they were supposed to or that whilst
viewing one thing they went off track to
another valid but unrequired location. One
example which helps show that there may
Ingo Swann developed a system where
be an ability to connect to a
For many years the Russians have been experimenting Akashic record was the fact
into remote viewing teclmiques as well as psycho-kinetic :~j that although a remote
abilities. It is felt by many that they have made the lead in the :~j viewer had been targeted
race for understanding our hidden abilities. Whilst America ~l to the selected envelope in
perfected it's physical deterrents it appears that the Soviets jj front of him- he would end
were tuning their mental powers and perfecting mind control { up at the location of the
weapons to affect the psyche of the western world. These :~ other envelopes which
weapons have been in use since the 1970's and some can be Mwere still in the safe - or
detected on the short-wave band of radio such as the famous j even envelopes which were
"Woodpecker". It has been stated by some intelligence f~ not used from experiments
sources that the third world war would be fought by the power ll from weeks earlier. In a test
of the mind and that if it started then the Russians probably j environment this would
j obviously mean that the
would win!

r

remote viewer had failed to complete his
task but Ca!mot be ignored. The viewer has
still demonstrated an ability. Sometimes a
viewer could be asked to remote view a
location and feel drawn to something wlrich
was of greater importance - such as an item
of political or military importance, but
without quite knowing why.
There was an interesting side effect of
repeated remote viewing which was
reported from people who trained to view.
T11ey said tlmt as fuey got better at the
remote viewing iliey could trigger
themselves to remote view at ahnost any
time they wanted. Some even reported
remote viewing when they didn't want to,
but in a safe manner - tl1ey never crashed the
cars tl1ey were driving whilst fueir minds
wm1dered!
When the C.I.A. eventually saw the
results which were being obtained tl1ey
extended the project to new lengtl1s and
employed the viewers in tl1e tasks of
gailiering intelligence for them and training
new viewers. Many of the details of tl1e
C.I.A.'s activities in tlris area are still
classified and cmmot be accessed for some
time. The viewers who were involved such
as Ed Dames and Ingo Swmm, to nmne a
few, will not speak of fue classified parts of
t11eir work but quite often hint at what was
involved.
What appears to l~ave taken place in tl1e
classified parts of the research is that
compartrnentalised temns of remote viewers
were set up who worked on separate
projects and were not allowed to know about
the existence of tl1e otl1er projects. Swann
indicated tl1at it was possible tl1at many
other units may have been created m1d still
be in existence after he had left tl1e project.
As tl1e period of tin1e some people were
involved in tl1e projects seems to be around
1975 - 1985 we can imagine tl1at the
projects were seen as worthy and credible
and so would not have been disbanded due
to failing results. If tlris were to be tl1e case
surely it could have been concluded that
remote viewing was useless in less tl1m1 I 0
years regardless of fue time delays in most
compartmentalised bmeaucracy.

It is interesting fuat wlrilst the Targ and
Puthoff initial experiments took place the
talk on t11e street was of remarkable results,
but once the C.I.A. took over properly then a
tean1 of sceptical researchers Caine in to test
the results of the experin1ents. They
concluded that there was very little worth in
tl1e experiments and chose to put a lot oftl1e
"displacement" results in the category of
no-score. Token resistance was offered to
tlris by Targ and Puthoff, which may
indicate tl1at Targ and Puthoff were taking

·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:-:-:.-......;-:-.·:·:·:·:«·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: ..:·.·:·:-:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:-:-:-:-:-:·:·:-:-:-:-:-::~
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plane photograph of a

-•""'"'"'t SS-6 launch pad (This was

·n Pakistan). Remote Viewers
under the military would
.n.l'\ft.:•n be asked to view such '"""tirm<>L
is from the inside. Viewers ...u,u•u._,.
much extra intelligence data
photo's left off.

part in a disinfom1ation campaign against the
public knowledge of the experiments. One
claim of a group of sceptics was "It appears
that the remote viewing effect is at present
nothing more than a massive artefact of poor
methodology and wishful thinking", in 1980
when at the time the massive military
program was still alive and well! Remote
viewers were used by the military in the
search for Saddam Russian in the Gulf War
and as we understand are still used today.
Note also it is often seen that new
innovations are quickly hidden and clain1ed
to be worthless - which is sometimes a good
indicator of clandestine military interest in
similar things.
I have it on good authority that the secret
societies have used these techniques in the
last few years and one prominent in the use
of channelling and remote viewing is the
Royal Arch section of Freemasonry.
It would be obvious to say that if the use
of remote viewing is widespread in America
then it is also the same in the United
Kingdom, probably under the scope of the
military intelligence services.
Sadly
however, due to the inlmense secrecy that we
have in the U.K. it has been hitherto
impossible to fmd anything out about these
remote viewing divisions.

Military experin1ents into remote
viewing have gone further than simply
viewing. Inside sources have put forward
infonnation to say that there are projects
which utilise the remote viewer to act as a
targeting device for psychic weaponry. Such
weapons are based on psycho-kinetics which

Continued
- "Did you know that a probe took that
photograph over an area of Mars?", you will
get an astonished look and the reply of "You're kidding .... .., The conversation might
develop then into an interesting banter
resulting in the researcher blabbing out a
host of accompanying facts and newspoints
tied up with the topic of phenomena.

rely on the abilities of the psychics to
wreak havoc, or on the more fantastic
mind amplifier weapons which allow
thoughts to be projected towards the
enemy and effect their behaviour and
ability to function. It is even claimed by
some that development of mind amplifiers
has led to a materialisation device which
can both create objects or destroy them by
changing their atomic structure. Some of
these clain1s are given out by people who
were involved in the so called "Montauk"
project which includes the Philadelphia
experiments use of mass energy devices
which alter or temporarily distort matter.

[Readers may wish to read the book
"The Montauk Experiments" by Al Bielek,
and which we will feature in future
editions ofTmthseekers Review- ED1

I believe that it is vitally in1portant that
the UFO researcher does not become
discouraged with the apathy and ignorance of
the general public. Situations arise where
you can grab their attention and put forward
theoretical arguments spiced with facts like
the opening paragraphs of tius article. Once
you have ti1eir attention, then you can start
showing ti1em photographs, documents and
the like and force them to open their minds a
little bit. Tlus is the main drive of speakers
at conferences. A main key to remember is
that aside from the usual colleague
researchers you will find at conferences and
lectures, you will have a group of people who
have attended out of a fleeting fancy to fmd
out more about a subject they had never
really paid any attention to in ti1eir past.
Strengtl1 in numbers strengthens ti1e cause.
As I have stated in previous articles and
issues, interest in UFOs and related topics
can render a change within people. T11ey
begin to look at their world in a different
light, appreciating more ti1eir place in the
universe, appreciating more ti1e wonders of
nature around ti1em and bringing respect for
the ancient artefacts that grace the British
Isles as symbols of a tin1e when Moti1er Earth
and its powers were revered. And now in a
time when so much damage is being done to
ti1e enviromnent and so much pollution is
being poured into the veins of our world, a
sluft in consciousness is much needed to
bring ourselves back from the brink of global
devastation due to human ignorance.
I am not saying ti1at everyone must turn
to ti1e study of Ufology in order to become
more open minded and New Aged
environmentally conscious. What I an1
saying is ti1at for some fantastic reason, the
search for intelligence from the stars invokes
a caring passion for our home-world - and
almost certainly if we are being watched
from !ugh in ti1e skies, or even closer to
home, and tlunking about a world wide
contact, they are waiting for a time when
man will be more responsible witi1 his own
world, and Ius own race before he has a red
carpet laid out before him to ti1e cosmos.
PAUL DAMON
[He has a way with words doesn't he -ED1
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What Tha Hall Happanad At Waco?
By Matthew Williams
What you are about to read here
may shock you, but as far as it has been
perceived by this author it is the truth. I,
to name but one person, was greatly
disturbed to hear these revelations about
the WACO siege.
I perhaps like many of yourselves, had
watched the televised reports of the siege
and empathised with the authorities in the
way that they were attacked by these "Cult"
members. I wished, like many, for a
peaceful outcome to the events but sadly tllis
was not to be. The problem was, as I was to
leam, is that the television and major media
had misrepresented the facts surrounding
the events. This was partly due to tl1eir own
negligence in not doing more thorough
reporting of tl1e siege and partly due to the
fact that tl1ere was a total media clampdown
on tl1e siege after tl1e FBI came in and took
over all control of operations.
What was presented to tl1e media was
all tl1ey were allowed to have. TI1e official
line about each days happe1lings were
censored and edited by the FBI so that tl1e
media saw the story as it was meant to be
seen.
Even after tl1e 51 day siege/barricade
was fmally over, elements of the siege were
llidden, lied about and misrepresented in

order to cover those who so blatantly acted
against the laws of not just tl1e U1lited
States but against human decency.

own crusades like "headless chicken".

Now that I have become aware of all
tl1e facts I suspect tl1at tl1ere were bigger
issues at play with the authorities who
carried out the assaults on the WACO
centre. I think that when it comes to
getting a job done certain high levels of
autl10rity sanction the use of any runow1t of
force regardless of tl1e costs to hwnan life.
TI1ey worry about the consequences later.
There is a possibility that new and w1tried
tactics were given a first airing at tllis
siege, but should such "practice" be
w1dertaken in live-fire situations where
peoples lives are at risk. Read on ru1d be
disgusted at the farce tl1at is WACO.

In February 1993 the world started to
leam about the "terrible" ru1d "sinful"
behaviour of one David Koresh, a cult
member from WACO. Prior to tllis time his
nrune and identity were ahnost Wlknown to
the media. Many newspapers around tl1e
world took interest in tl1e stories which it
was getting from tl1e news wire service
wllich told of a cult of so-called Christians.
Tilis cult had allegedly perverted away from
a true Christian belief system and had
become involved in adulterous behaviour
and practised ritual cllild sexual abuses.
TI1ese claims had already been made in
smaller media stories tl1at stayed witllin the
United States by disgrw1tled ex-Davidians
(Followers of David Koresh).

Where tl1e exaggerated media stories
crune from was certainly not from the mind
of sane and competent joumalists but
from: 1. TI1e bitter and twisted minds of
two men who had grudges to bear against
David Koresh. 2. Those govenm1ent
employees who were rwuling tl1e siege,
and how they wanted their actions and
those of the "Cult" to be seen and misrepresented, in order to dis-empower
Davidians. 3. Those nieve (or perhaps
guided by govenunent) pressure groups
such as Cult Awareness Network who
were acting on bad infom1ation for tl1eir

The media stated that David Koresh and
followers were members of a cult were
believers in the end of the world, and were
branded as a "deatl1 cult" who had been
stockpiling weapons which tl1ey intended to
use on the judgement day. Thanks to the
total media nlisrepresentation tl1e myth of
Waco, and the misperception oftl1ese people
as being mmliacs has lived on in peoples
nlinds. People still write about them and use
t11ese frmnes of reference without reading
into tl1e true facts - tllis is crazy, but so in
line with modem day non-investigative
joumalism!
The story seems to start with the
husband of a former branch Davidian.
The husbm1d, George Roden, had taken
exception to David Koresh because of what
appears to be Mr. Roden's own paranoia ..
One day Roden sununoned Koresh to attend
a building in wllich Roden had apparently
unearthed tl1e dead body of a woman. TI1e
body was in a casket wllich was closed so
the actual body was allegedly not seen as far
as we know. Roden challenged Koresh to try
to raise tl1is body from tl1e dead. David
Koresh was not interested in trying any
tiling of tl1e sort ,ru1d instead left the
prenlises and contacted the police to report
the events. Police arrived m1d questioned
Roden but could not prosecute Roden as
tl1ere was no body found! This strm1ge event
was never properly explained but serves to
show tl1at there was prior antagonism from
Mr. Roden.

Mr. Roden not satisfied with his earlier
challenges tl1en proceeded to slander David
Koresh by stating tl1at he had raped his 75
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year old mother which resulted in her
getting pregnant! These remarks caused
Koresh to make a statement towards Roden
which was edited and misused by the media
during the siege. Koresh had said "If he
thinks I got his 75 year old mother pregnant,
then I am God." The media simply chose to
represent the part of the statement which
says "I am god", and attributing this as
evidence of Koresh being a madman with a
God mania. Most people can see how this
statement was intended, but for the media it
was used as a tool (both by protest groups
and goverrunent) for misrepresentation of
the truth. We have to ask the question why
would somebody wish to show this man as
being mad, unless there was an attempt to
smear both Koresh and the people of the
Mount Canuel, Waco camp?
Very little of what went on at the Waco
compound was out of the ordinary. Contrary
to the popular belief, the people who lived
and worshipped at the compound were very
peaceful and intelligent and most held
responsible jobs in the conununity. Church
services were very similar to those at any
church and if anything were more lively due
to the input and vitality of David Koresh,
who believed he had a mission to spread
God's word. The devotion of many of the
worshippers caused the term Branch
Davidian to be created to show a cmmection
with Koresh out of love. Davidian texts are
freely available and contain no suicide cult
infonnation, only those things you would
expect to find in any Bible.
It was true that the compound did have a
lot of weapons, but in relation to the nun1ber
of people there were about 5 guns per
person, which is not unconunon in that part
of Texas which is renowned for fireanns
ownership anyhow! All guns that were kept
at the compound were legal types and were
purchased through legal means. All were
licensed and had their taxes paid on them
bar one which was pending registration.
Regular inspections of the weapons was
undertaken by the local sheriff of Waco,
who was not only happy with the weapons
but agreed that there was no worry in his
mind about the Branch Davidians owning
such weapons.
In 1987 a registered blind man named
Marc Breault joined the branch Davidian
group to worship. By 1989 he had grown
tired of the groups direction and practices
and decided to make a bid at splitting the
Davidians opinions and trying to take
leadership of the Group. His efforts were
rejected by all those at the centre and so in
1989 he was eventually forced to leave due
to his wlfavoured attitude. He swore that he
would get revenge on them all!

In the months following Mr. Breault
proceeded to phone various news media
services and Christian action/awareness
groups to tell them of the terrible
perversions of Gods word, and the acts of
sin that were taking place at the Waco
centre. Breault clain1ed that adulterous sex
was taking place, with wife sharing and
swapping as well as the fact that Koresh
had multiple wives. He also stated that
children were being ritually sexually
abused by the Davidians. He also claimed
that the gun stocks at the site would be
used to confront anybody who tried to split
the group up and that the people there
were a menace.
h1itially his rantings were not taken
seriously by the media. However,
eventually word of the stories began to
stick and a group called Cult Awareness
Network (C.A.N.) took up the story and
started to campaign the media for
something to be done about the terrible
goings on at the Waco compound. All of
this took place without any prior
investigation by C.A.N. as to the veracity
of the claims. Still the name and weight
that C.A.N. seemed to carry did eventually
move certain paper news media to cover
the story. C.A.N. then started to get
television interest on the story that the
Davidians were infact a brainwashing cult
and that they had helped de-program
members who had escaped from the "cult".

The de-programming was infact carried out
by persons who had no clinical background
and were shady characters themselves. In
case you do not realise, de-programming is
itself a fom1 of brainwashing, which means
that those "escapee's" may have in fact been
given the suggestion to say that they were
badly treated at the compound.
The Cult Awareness Network is an
alleged Christian organisation which
endeavours to make people aware of the
dangers of "cults", by which defmition it
means anything other than standard
Christian churches. C.A.N. is a worldwide
organisation which has members and pseudo
offices all around the world. It's tactics have
always involved disiilforruation and outright
lies agaii1st so called "cults", which C.A.N.
will usually allege is conducting, adulterous
acts, child sex abuse, gun stockpiling and
dmg offences.
It seems to matter nothii1g to C.A.N. that
sometiines these lies that it puts out are
sometin1es damaging and serve to help only
the rigid dogmas of the C.A.N .. They have
been iiwolved in very few legal cases to
prove their allegations which they tend to
make from afar, in order to avoid libel
prosecution themselves. C.A.N. allegedly
receive funding donations from the C.I.A.,
and it is asswned that tllis is for services
rendered to the C.I.A for spreading
disiilfonnation towards specified targets.
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It was around the same time as C.AN.
were doing their best to slander all that were
resident at Waco that a disc-jockey named
David Jewell got involved in a child custody
battle with his wife Sheri Jewell. Sheri was
a branch Davidian and lived at the Mount
Carmel centre in WACO. It came to David
Jewell's attention tl1at Marc Breault was
prepared to state in court tl1at he had been
witness to terrible acts at tl1e Mount Carmel
site. Tilis it was hoped would probably have
the effect of gaining custody of tl1e cllildren
away from Mrs. Jewell and given to Mr.
Jewell. Marc Breault testified in court and
once again stated tlmt he had been witness
to adultery, cllild sexual abuse and gun
stockpiling. [I am not aware if Mr. Jewell
did indeed win his battle? ]

In 1991, after the custody case was
wound up, a warrant was drawn up on tl1e
allegations of Mr. Breault and tl1e Texas
welfare department searched the Mount
Carmel prenlises and took custody of all tile
cllildren at the complex. During tl1e montl1s
tl1at followed, after psyche evaluations and
interviews wiili all concemed, it was
detemlined beyond all doubt tl1at there was
no foundation for tl1e allegations of cllild
sexual abuse and subsequently tl1e children
were retumed to tl1eir fanlilies at tl1e centre.
Texas sherifl's also searched tl1e prenlises to
check the allegations of gun stockpiling but
found tl1at all weapons at the site were legal
and licensed and subsequently left the
premises happy that no laws had been
broken.
AT.F. (Alcohol, Tobacco and Fiream1s)
is tl1e official name of the Govemment body
wllich deals witi1 taxation of tl1ese nan1ed
items. They are similar to British Excise and
VAT officers in both legal powers and
modus operandi. They were also alerted to
tl1e claims that guns at the Mount Carmel
site were not properly licensed and taxed.
1l1ey attended tl1e centre and found many
discrepancies in tl1e inventory for stored
firearms. 1l1ey believed tlmt some of ti1e
weapons were automatic, were not licensed
and tl1at some had not been taxed. There
were a few weapons wllich were not legal to
own and were of a non standard type.
1l1e problem arises however when it is
found out that tl1e person who attended the
site to check tl1e weapons made many errors
in his report wllich shows ti1at infact he did
not have tl1e slightest idea of what most
guns looked like, let alone how iliey were
standard sllipped. This invalidated any
further investigation that should have taken
place but on tl1e fact that, as the officer was
supposed to have known what he was doing
a warrant was made to search tl1e Waco
compound and seize all illegal weapons. It

.

turns out tl1at in fact all weapons at the
centre were legal and licensed. A check
with tl1e local sheriff would have
confrm1ed tllis, but was not attempted ATF took tile words of Breault and oiliers
above nonnal operating procedures. If tl1ey
had checked with tl1e sheriff, perhaps tile
siege could have been avoided all togeti1er.
AT.F. by definition does not have any
scope of purpose under tl1e law to police
for drugs offences nor welfare issues such
as iliose of cllild sexual abuse. Welfare
cases are dealt with by local law
enforcement not federal! Yet when a
warrant for search of premises was drawn
up, quite staggeringly, it included the
charges of not only child sexual abuse, gun
stockpiling but also tl1at there was a
suspected metl1-an1phetamine laboratory
(hard drugs manufacturing) at tl1e site.
Although tl1e Cult Awareness Network
had made claims of drug abuse at Mount
Cam1el, no evidence had been found by
tile welfare department, nor county sheriff,
that any drugs were being abused at tl1e
centre prior to tllis warrant. Even tl10ugh
the issue of drugs had never been pressed
by tl1e local authorities, who should have
known, it still stayed on tile search warrant
as a valid reason to search. Do not forget
that AT.F. were not empowered to
m1dertake drugs searches in tl1e first place.
By U.S. law it is illegal to use U1lited
States Anny or other military forces
against U1lited States citizens inside tile
country. Tilis is laid down in very early
law statutes. 1l1ere was an amendment to
tllis made recently wllich gives powers to
law officials taking part in customs or drug
interdiction operations to make use of
military vehicles or persmmel in such
operations, due to the aggressive and very
well armed forces of drug barons etc.
1l1e clever tiling about tl1e inclusion in
the warrant of t11e possible amphetamine
lab at tl1e Mount Cannel centre was iliat
large scale drugs interdiction offences lead
the way to tile use oftllis law, and allowed
the AT.F. to request tl1e use of military
equipment for the operation. As a fmal
note, after tl1e siege had started tl1e judge
who autl1orised the use of military
weapons was made aware of tl1e lack of
evidence to support the drugs clain1s,
wllich invalidated tl1e warrant. The judge
did not witl1draw the autl10rity for tl1e use
of the military equipment and allowed tile
weapons and personnel to stay.
On February 28til 1993 ti1e AT.F. in
munarked vellicles made it's way towards
the Mount Carmel centre. Inside the
munarked annoured cars and lorries were
plain cloilied A T.F. persmmel armed to

the teetl1 with automatic pistols, rifles,
grenades, gas grenades and stun grenades.
1l1ey approached from a few angles wllilst
other officers walked m from the
surrounding fields.
Meanwllile at the telephone exchange
an illegal phone tap had been put in place
without a warrant nor prior arrangement
with the relevant agencies.
All at once a rush move was made at ti1e
centre witl1 officers and agents moving in
arom1d each side of tl1e building, witl1 many
vellicles at the front of the building. It was
stated in a report tl1at no identification was
made between the AT.F. officers and those
inside ti1e complex - instead when people
had come to the front door they had been
ordered to come out and lie down on the
floor. Tilis did not happen and it is not
known for certain who fired the first shot but interestingly tl1e following happened.
A phone call was made to the local
sherifl's office by Wayne Martin from inside
the compom1d. Here is what was first said as
tl1e AT.F. came near the building: "911:
Hello what's you emergency?", "Wayne
Martin: 1l1ere's 75 men around our building
and they're shooting at us!".
The operator pretended not to know
what was happening even though she was
fully aware of tl1e line tap - she feigned
ignorance. When she retumed Mr. Martin
stated "1l1ere are women and cllildren in
here, tell tl1em to call it off." It does not
seem from these statements that the
Davidians were adnlitting to firing the first
shot so perhaps we will never know.
Even later on in the same phone
conversation anotl1er Davidian comes to tl1e
phone and says: "There are oilier choppers
with more people and guns going off... here
ti1ey come.TI1at's ti1em firing, not us!"
David Koresh is heard to say on ti1e
same recorded 911 tape, "No, no, no. Let me
tell you sometiling ... You see, you brought a
bm1ch of guys out here, and you killed some
of my cllildren. We told you we wanted to
talk."
The evidence at the time of the A T.F.
raid shows that t11e Davidians are trying to
calm down the situation and were prepared
to have talked, and it does not appear that
they opened fire, yet as ti1ey speak on tile
phone Helicopters ·with automatic gtms are
flying over ti1e centre indiscriminately firing
down from above. As anybody knows, firing
a gun from a moving ve!licle is not easy,
especially one wllich has as much vibration
as a helicopter. To fire down randomly at
buildings not knowing the whereabouts of
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the occupants - some of which are women
and children - is utter lwmcy. Given the
inaccuracy of fire from a helicopter, even if
there locations of all persons was known,
the chances of stray fire hitting someone are
too great to risk usii1g such an attack
method. Still the choppers were heard on the
phone, video-taped, and ad!nitted to by the
A.T.F .. Women and iimocent children were
mside the buildings!
In video footage which purportsto. be of
the initial SUITOWlding of the ce~ltre, "We see
twenty or so A.T.F. officers (!ring ain{ost..
continuously into the buiidiug. The
interesting thing is that through analysis of
the sound of the shots it was determined ·that
no shots were being fired from inside the ·.
building at the time that the outside firing
was taking place.
No A.T.F. persons have ever stood trial
for their actions in killing i1mocent persons
at the Mount Cannel centre. It seems as if a
free trigger order had been given. Yet we
see in video-taped sequences the
incompetence of A.T.F. officers as they
"storm" the building, but nobody in the legal
world ever took the videotaped sequences
seriously, if they watched them at all.
Whilst the initial front of house "hold
down fire" - a diversionary tactic (?) was
beii1g employed, two teams had positioned
ladders on the side wall of the centre, and
officers had just started to ascend. One
A T.F. officer manages to shoot himself ii1
the leg. When the officers reach the roof
three of them enter a window whilst one
person remains outside for backup.
Incredibly mlly seconds after the officers
have gone in through the window ti1e officer
who is waiting outside decides to throw a
grenade ii1side and without looking, fires his
automatic rifle in from behind a curtain. The
response to his actions are swift aild to the
point - bullets spray out from the inside of
the building and one of them hits the lone
officer who ti1en has to leave the roof. He
survived. Why the officer chooses to fire
into a room, in which his partners have only
just gone mto, is Wlknown and no proper
explm1ation is ever given ii1 the official
report.
We can also see through computer
analysis of the video sequence that a
helicopter overhead is also firii1g into the
room area in which the three officers had
just gone. Agaii1, how does the helicopter
know where it is safe to fire? If tilis isn't
mysterious enough, the three officers who
entered the room surprisingly did not die
through injuries sustained through the
stupidity of the extemal A.T.F. officers but
instead were all found witi1 shots to ti1e head
in an professional execution style. It ti1en

..

surfaced that two of ti1e officers who went
into ti1is room were infact fom1er
bodyguards of Bill Clinton. The suspicion
is that the indiscrimii1ate shooting into that
room was perhaps an attempt to kill ti1ese
officers, under orders from somebody,. in
the hope that it would be blamed on ti1e
Davidians?

walked up to the side of the building and
drilled holes ii1 ti1e walls and placed radio
linked video cameras ii1side the building so
that ti1e whereabouts of all people could be
monitored. In addition the S.A.S. also had
state of ti1e art ti1ennal imagi.t1g cameras
which would allow the operator to see
clearly tirrough the wooden walls of the
centre - so again allowing the safe
manoeuvring of personnel around the
outsides of ti1e buildii1gs.

Another interesting point about this
section of video-tape is that the sound has
been re-dubbed to given a false impression
of who is doing the firing. Like so many
Still ti1e bodies were left to rot out in the
pieces of footage presented to the mediaopen air in the heat. One body which was
· .parts were edited by skilled teams and
eventually removed by grappling hook from
oilly the censored bits allowed out. This
a helicopter fell apart as it was lifted. This
was · . to . give a distorted impression of
horrific sight was also captured on fihn · .. events aM . make it appear that the
just more evidence of the insensitivity of
Davidians were . more to blame than they
those people concemed with ti1e Waco
rea,lly.. , w~re. Th~hkfully not enough care
siege. Relatives were not i.tlformed of any
was t{l:ken lll the dodbripg of photo's and
deaths of Branch Davidians w1til after the
video i.liat.W~s~eleased to the press and for
siege, even when bodies such as these were
this reason·· a1<ilie.,.most of this. evidence
shown on television beii1g collected in this
presented here ha~b~e11;possible. ·Itn{lgine
marmer.
if they had done a good}oQ. at doctorlii:g • .
we would not know the tru~ facts.
· <·. · .. Whilst the siege took place, tanks and
::'$qured vehicles patrolled the edges of the
· ' ·:·.··
One A.T.F. spokesperson~~i~d at 1{ : ~~i144?g.. Occasionally a tank would butt a
press conference that A.T.F hag t:;xpected :· hdte thlm\gh the side of a buildii1g or smash
there to be a shoot out with thebavi.cJ~~s, . :windows uf-order to intimidate the people
but offered no explanation.for wily iilis:· . mil:ide. Tii.is ~9ft of over-the-top aggression
.shdws that whilst it.. was obvious that the
was thought. Local law officjals weri!'inqre
btiild~g cotild ci~jiy . be exposed using the
than happy with the cortd~ct rif. the
Davidian members. It is mlly the qutslde · :::: t@ks.fo qffd~ no place for the Davidians to
force of the A.T.F. perhap~ :thr~ug!l. the . ·. hi9t( it was .d1o:kn that they should be left
misrepresented media coverage before the
i.tiside and taruitl':d for 51 days instead.
:
· .·
· : : .·
siege and the efforts of the Cult Aware1i~&~
Network, or Rodan or Bre~~lt , that c~used ·. ·, ·\. Tht: ta~ti.ti~ went even further - search
': ', lights were empliiyeqall though the night as
such concems- but not legitii!ultely. .
well as high po\.y~ted strobe beams. Loud
The siege went on for 51 ~ys: :~ gll~,tea
m\iSf~ which contained specially military
developed sublimfual messages was played
sizeable an1ount of time. Quite soon after
outside the windows 24 hours a day. Top
it was started the A.T.F. decided not to
allow people out of the complex w1til
SeCret mii1d control devices such a radio
.tfiinsmitte.rs and video projection devices
skilled negotiators from the F.B.I. had
:>were btQ~ght in: The possible effect of such
been called in. Once the F.B.I. arrived all
control of the situation was tumed over. ..... :> devices may ~lave been to disturb/confuse
The F.B.I. closed all channels .<if
the millds o.f those inside so they would
either make rash decisions or start gunfire communication with the outside worid·:. for
perhaps give themselves up?
the Davidians. They even jammed the c :~. .
and HAM radio chmmels so thac ·no :::,.'·,..
messages could be given. This has .lcll:··t o·' .
However since ti1e whole compow1d was
allegations that the F.B.I. would not let the:::: rigged for sound and vision it would have
Davidians out. Indeed, the Davidians that
been very easy for ti1e F.B.I. to strategically
force the occupants out. The fact that they
survived have made the clai.tn that they
did not try to get the Davidians to leave the
were kept inside the compw1d, and that
compound using the tanks which were
they were not allowed out by the F.B.I..
impervious to bullets anyhow does not enter
Some branch Davidim1s who were
the question of the FBI's negligence. Instead
unarmed were shot as they left the
ti1ey used flan1e throwers and CS gas, along
premises.
with a cut off of food and water to ti1e site so
that people would eventually be starved out.
Bodies of dead Branch Davidians were
Were "hold otr' tactics employed for
left out ii1 ti1e open for many days even
someti1ing else - perhaps something
though the area around the house was
sinister?
proven safe to move around i.t1 by many
officers who did just ti1at, and walked next
Flame tirrowii1g tanks came on to ti1e
to the bodies. British S.A.S. officers
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scene and started a fire in one building in
order to move people into a new area. The
fire spread quickly and soon engulfed the
whole site. Although there were fire trucks
present at the site and these were ready to
aid in the doubting of the frre, they were
held back. The frre was allowed to rage
onwards regardless of the peoples safety
inside the complex. Who's decision was
that?
As it happens it did not matter anyway
because most of the people of the Mount
Cannel center were dead by this time
already. As it turns out most of them had
fled to an underground bunker. The
authorities must have known that this
bwlker was in existence and known that it
was full of women and children. h1stead of
seeing that this bwlker was kept safe,
somebody in a tank set fire (perhaps on
ptupose) to it, and somebody else in control
parked another tank on it's entrance so that
nobody could escape ... Who's decision was
that!
The whole issue of Waco is one big
cover up. ill my estin1ation it was a plan
decided upon from a high power government
agency, for unknown but sinister "cult"
busting reasons. The intention was to use
this as an example to similar cults and
political groups that they are not safe. The

way the events were executed with a
ruthless lack of regard for civilians and
questionable methods, then covered up in
true secret service style, stinks as bad as
the JFK assassination. The whole thing
was engineered and slowly people are
starting to see tilis. The question is who
and why drew up ti1e plans.
What disturbs me is ti1e fact ti1at ti1e
govenunent social engineering policy at
the moment seems to be stereotyping
groups of people into various brackets
such as "cults" or "new agers". This is
being portrayed as a tirreat to the majority
in order to social engineer people into
accepting new laws. The Crinlinal Justice
Bill in ti1e United Kingdom is one such
law and ti1ere are more plrumed.
It is beconling to easy to be branded as
a terrorist or activist or cult group and then
to have those in power make up excuses to
raid your prenlises or illegally intervene in
your activities. TI1e auti10rities always get
away witi1 their actions because ti1ey are
the auti1orities. If you or I are suspected of
sometiling, we cru1 be arrested, detained,
harassed - but we can take no such action
against ti1e parties in auti10rities involved
because ti1ey are almost above reproach. If
I an1 illegally harassed by a police officer,
I can not harass him back - nor can I get

the police to harass him the way he has
harassed me. The system doesn't work that
way - it is always the person or group that is
ti1e underdog ru1d tills is why we must be
protected. Looking at the way laws are being
chru1ged at the moment not just in the UK,
but also in ti1e US, we can see that power is
slowly being taken away from ti1e people
and more powers being given to
government.
What I say is if they can do it to law
abiding Americans, like they did at Waco,
then ti1ey cru1 do it to you and me. So if you
have any plru1s of getting a group of people
togeti1er, no matter what you are doing,
saying or acting out, you too can be labelled
a cult, ru1d perhaps feel the full weight
persecution. We are almost back to witch
hw1ts ofti1e 90's!
A video-tape wllich clrroilicles many of
these amazing facts is available from
NEXUS magazine, 55 Queens Road, East
Grinsted. West Sussex. RH19 lBG. for the
nliserly sum of £15. Entitled "WACO TIIE
BIG LIE" It will shock and confrrm all ofti1e
above for you! You were warned - the world
isn't a 11ice place ...
Matti1ew Williruns
As a footnote. Parallels have been drawn
between "suicide cults" of Europe and the
Waco cult. We crumot be sure ti1at there
secret service involvement in ti1e European
cult members deaths. However some of the
deati1s were not explainable as suicides as
you can not tie your own hands behind your
back after cmm11itting suicide! It may be ti1at
where as Waco was a public execution of a
"cult" group, perhaps ti1e European deati1s
were a covert execution of a "cult" group
who may have been more politically active.
After all we saw what ti1e French secret
service did to the Rainbow Warrior, and
British S.A.S. did to Irish suspects in
Gibraltar. TI1e power of government is
great!
One last note: It was pointed out to me
ti1at ti1e latest European suicide cult had
bodies arranged in circles. A similar
mysterious event happened in Berlin after
ti1e Gern1an defeat of ti1e WW2 - bodies
were seen lined up in circles. TI1e apparent
cause of deati1 was wlknown and tl1e bodies
appeared to be laid down quite peacefully.
One strru1ge point to this was that a lot oftl1e
bodies looked slightly mutated, almost
Asian in some qualities, it was reported.
Many of ti1e British troops who entered
Berlin were disturbed by this sight and
details of tllis strange phenomena were
made, but have been kept secret by ti1e
British govenunent. TI1at's all I know. Any
more info anybody?
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By Matthew Williams
Having seen Luciene Morgm1 give a
lecture. at BUFORA in 1995, I decided to
hunt hin1. down to see where his interesting
research mto the paranonnal has taken llinl.
Surprisingly, and just in time for this
months edition, he tells us of his Remote
Viewing endeavours. The interview took
place on Dec. 16th at 5:30 in London.

MW: How would you describe yourself
and what is your interest in paranonnal
phenomena- daytime job etc.
LM: As my daytime job I am a dreams
m1alyst. I also do a bit of broadcasting on
"LIVE TV" (Cable Clmmel in UK). I run
also a producer of pop videos and a film
producer. I act, and have a few films I have
recently starred in coming out soon. I lecture
m1d teach on screen-writing.
On tl1e paranom1al front I am a dreams
researcher, a paranormal investigator m1d
have been on a number of ghost watches.
Most of my work is to do with dremns and
dream lucidity and telepatl1y. I believe
telepathy is quite natural and is going to be
qmte commonplace in the next couple of
centur1es. I think people will be able to
condition themselves into seeing this as
nonnal and then people will begin to
become telepatllic. I run looking at various
techniques to develop telepathy. I tilink in
ti1e past telepathy was taken as very nonnal
m1d used in past civilisations such as MU
in ti1e Souti1 Pacific. I have had lucid dream~
of MU, and next year I am going to be
filming a documentary on MU wllich will
involve investigations around the south seas
area, including diving to explore underwater
ruins.

MW: Cm1 I ask you how you got into
these paranonnal subjects. What started
you oft'?
LM: All of my life I have been
interested in the paranonnal, UFO' s m1d
lost continents as far back as I cm1
remember. I had a lot of lucid dreams of
goddesses and MU timt were a trigger.
This led me into paranonnal investigations
around 1977, including work in Mim1li at
Andross Islm1d m1d in, Europe looking
mto various cults. I have met a lot of
people, and seen a lot of tl1ings!
At ti1e moment I am shocked by the
state of British Ufology. TI1ere are mm1y
otl1er UFO outfits working elsewhere m
the work that I respect though.
MW: Cm1 you describe exactly what a
lucid drerun is.
LM: It is the facility whereby
somebody is aware that ti1ey are asleep
and can then control their dreruns. I
?elieve there are furtl1er philosophical
1deas related to tllis. I tllink that dreruns
produce our realities, and tl1e fabric of our
dremns control the material of our world.
This seems now to fit in more with what
we are leanling about quantlnn physics
and quantmn dynamics. People like
Doctor Fred Allen Wolf of University of
San Diego has infact quoted from me. Dr.
Wolf has experienced many lucid dremns
himself.
MW: So how do these dreruns affect
reality in everyday life.
L~: Some people believe in a deeper
meanmg and truth to their dreams. They
facilitate ti1e dreams and control the
dreruns. I run not a control freak and do
still enjoy tl1e unexpected. To ru1s~er your

question I would say that people do create
and li.ve in their own realities. The way they
perce1ve ti1e world may be different to the
~verage man in the street without realising
1t, and mdeed we all have our own realities.
MW: Do realities clash I.E.: Cm1 one
persons reality clash witi1 another persons
reahty? How cm1 two realities exist in the
san1e space.
LM: TI1ey can conflict, but they do share
the same space. Sometimes where they
overlap there is collapse. There is also
perhaps a third force that comes ill, perhaps
a law of phys1cs or even a higher law which
comes in to sort tllings out and to flatten the
creas~s. I ti~irlk however that there is great
truth m saymg tl1at one does not know it all
tl1ough, and I would like to explore t11ese
concepts further in my writings one day.
MW: Can you explain some ways that
people create ti1eir own realities m1d what is
in them.
LM: Sometimes people meet partners in
their dremns and tl1en one day ti1ey will
meet them at a party or somewhere. Doctor
Keiti1 Hurd says tilis is such a conunon
exrunple - he speaks about and operates
remote viewing systems. These are where
you can see a distant place for instance ti1e
MU projects I am working on witi1 my s:Uau
remote viewing team, these sorts of things.
Actually I run quite surprised on how
much information is coming from the
Internet at the moment on MU. Harbour like
complexes discovered on the sea floor, by
Jolm Alexander, to nan1e just one. John
Alexander being of "Penguin" of the
"Avi~" fmne. Also temple pillars, small
curvmg boulevards, avenues, majestic
temples m1d pyran1ids. These radiate out
from ti1e town centres as if spokes on wheel,
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out from a central point. Some of these have
been video-taped by Captain Verajo of a
Spanish salvage ship. I have records of a
huge 11 room pyramid found 10,000 feet
underwater in the mid Atlantic, this would
be Atlantis. Reports of Soviet expeditions to
the mid Atlantic to investigate strange
underwater ruins that are part covered by
lava. A huge pyramid found underwater in
the Bahamas, a Swlken City found
underwater by Soviet expeditions team off
shores of Portugal. In the Pacific tl1ere were
ruins found of an ancient city on the ocean
floor of Wanepe island. Ruins found
underwater near Easter island. Ruined roads
fow1d leading into the sea on another island.
l11ere is absolutely stacks of evidence
coming from tl1e Internet. I am also in
contact with some researchers in Mowi
regarding Lemuri.
Basically Lemuri was an advanced
civilisation where everyone was psychic, it
was nonnal to be telepathic and to dream
lucidly, they even had the power of
teleportation.
MW: Can you explain quickly about the
"Aviary"
LM: Yes, this was a rwnour that was
circulated about a secret group working for
the govenunent who were infiltrating UFO
groups. Jolm Alexander was code-named
"Penguin", Nick Pope of the MOD Airstaff
was known as "Woodpecker" and I was
known as the "Swan". l11ere are many
others but this is all just nonsense.
MW: How is yotrr remote viewing tean1
made up?
LM: I have a few remote viewers tl1at I
work with, mostly women for reasons I will
get on to later, and I work with them on
fairly standard Remote viewing teclmiques.
We are trying to map and explore MU
tlrrough this. Really I consider my own
position in this group to be a sort of surveyor
general ofDoyan map making.
MW: A Clrristopher Columbus of the
lost worlds!
LM: (Laughs) There is vast evidence of
this sort of thing out there. What I want to
be able to do next is to take a boat there and
dive, show that tl1ese tllings are tl1ere and
then come back and show them on
television. This would be my end goal to
prove it is there. This would be just great. If
anyone out tl1ere has an ocean-going yacht
and wants to get involved in tl1e project then
please get in touch with me. However I do
tllink it would take a few expeditions
though, perhaps several to get decent
results.
MW: When you use remote viewing or
other viewing teclmiques how do you tell if
you are infact creating your own realities of

perhaps seeing into tl1e future, if there is a
difference?
LM: I really don't know. I suppose tl1e
proof of the pudding is in the eating.
Some of tllis could be sheer fantasy but the
important tiling is that out of the bits of
fantasy comes something solid and
concrete that I can fihn and report on. The
more we believe, the more we can create.
I must say tl1at I am absolutely devastated
by some of the infonnation that we have
been getting tlrrough, and how this
correlates exactly with what I am getting
from my remote viewers who do not know
about tins information.
One of my girls is Russian and was
trained by a Russian institute in
parapsychology. I am going to go with her
to Moscow quite soon to discuss some of
our findings to these people an see if they
can help further.
MW: What I would like to make here
is a distinction of perhaps creating actual
realities and simply being able to remote
view tllings which already exist. Can you
make such a distinction?
LM: Well I don't exactly know tllis
works but I do know ti1at w1der certain
circumstances I tlilllk we can create actual
realities, or mentally project thoughtforms. For example some people believe
in the alien type called ti1e "GREYS", and
these may infact be some sort of thoughtfoml . In some way I ti1itlk that tl1e
investigator or experiencer creates the
phenomena.
I ti1itlk that these thought forms
sometin1es play up. h1 ceremonial magic
tllis is tenned as ti1e Holy Guardian Angel
and likewise this creates phenomena.
MW: How would you describe tins
Holy Guardian angel or lligher power?
LM: As a goddess. I am personally a
goddess worshipper. I thi1lk it is the
feminine energy wllich creates the
phenomena and stella magic from the
stars.
MW: Where does all the energy start
from? Who creates it first, or is it present
in the stars.
LM: I ti1itlk we do, I also think it is
natural. It' s like ti1e song, "The
Continental": it does what you want it to
do. The key to tl1is is ti1e goddess worsllip
and goddess energy as used by premonumental Egyptians
Drac01lian
Egyptians, and older races. I also think
tl1at MU used goddess worship with the
male used as the dynalnic.
MW: OK, so how would somebody
start accessing some of these tilings. Lets
say start with remote viewing.
LM: I would firstly fmd myself

somebody who was already good at lucid
dreamit1g. I would then work with them with
hypnosis, or at least what is termed as
"hypnosis"; I really thitlk it' s mesmerism. I
am able to hypnotise people wllich helps,
alld I will use certait1 hypnotic teclmiques to
facilitate energies and to be aware of the
stars and their currents. You see, I tlilllk
dreams can infact be a real world,
drealnland is a real place.
To digress, as a "goddess worsllipper",
part of ti1e secret of these things I talk about
is tlmt a belief it1 the goddess will make the
energies meet. So when one meets a goddess
it is half tirrough a self created belief and
half tlrrough energy from the stars. It's an
old occult secret.
MW: You order your own reality.
LM: Yes and to go back to the original
point this is why female remote viewers are
so very good, because tl1ey are in touch with
the goddess energy.
MW: Does tllis mean tl1at one has to
deal with such thit1gs with a feminine
person or manner in order to get the best
results from both lucid drealn worlds and
remote viewing?
LM: Yes, when I send people to remote
view places I not only tell tl1em to see the
place but also to be aware of ti1e stella
currents, such as ti10se from Sirius - Lyraa
Etc; try to put a psychic lock on them. In
order to help visualise this could be like a
cord wllich stretches out to touch ti1e place
or energy.
I am not sure that it is suitable
discussion for tllis article but one should get
a girlfriend if you Wall! to develop remote
viewing.
MW: Do you mean use of lmltric sex
magic and sinlilar methods.
LM: Yes that's exactly what I meall. I
have studied a lot of texts on this sort of
thing and it does work. There was a goddess
of lucid dreaming called Svapnavatayai and
some of this is discussed in stories about
her. There is Ma' at and Nuit who are
goddesses of truth and justice. To itlVoke
Ma' at alld Nuit together would create a
dynanlic out of tin1e and space. The
invocation would be a fonn of sex magic, or
hypnosis, or just sin1ple awareness. Anoti1er
way is reality testing is where you carry a
card witi1 you and written on the card are ti1e
words "Is this real". You check reality every
time you look at tl1e card and this makes you
more aware.
MW: You seem to use mechmlisms a lot
in your work as opposed to intuitive
methods Call you describe oti1er mechmlisms
for remote viewit1g.
LM: Yes. Peace and quiet, being in the
countryside, stilmess. Try to tune into a
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pacifistic vibration of nature. Try to imagine
sailing a boat or riding a horse through the
countryside these can trigger remote viewing.
Also girls- women! (laughs)
MW: So does remote viewing get
triggered whilst having sex?
LM: Yes it does.
MW: (Laughs) One calmot help imagine
that if you were remote viewing whilst
having sex, then you would not be keeping
your mind on the job as it were.
LM: Ah, it depends what the job is. Oh
hell all this sex stuff, let's be outrageous
then, who cares!
MW: What sorts of things so people
report when they remote view.
LM: In the case of the place MU,
Lemuria; t}t~y would report vast underwater ·.
cities ancC ruany ..pther facts <that
correlated with ~ tl{e inforiilat{on · .
have been sending me.

:.~L~~f~~~

MW: Are"•yoti ·· aware
.
viewing experilu~nts alld .•
the CIA over the last 20 years? ' "
LM: I aJ.U aware that work has been done
but alU not very familiar with the methods or'
Indigo Swalm. [Head of the remote viewi11g
projects at the StaJ.lford Research Institute
m1der the CIA] It seems however to be very
different to the way that I do my work certail1ly by what I read from Major Edward
DaJ.Ues, who was one of the remote viewers.
I think the teclmiques used by Indigo
SwaJ.W differed from mine. His seemed to put
undue strain on the remote viewers and
caused them to remote view aliens and thil1gs
such as this. They used to use stress to tune
in to. I prefer to use countryside and nature to
tune into when I remote view.
The thing is you create lokopas, alternate
realities, or dreaJ.U worlds which you Call
remote view into as well. I thillk that certain
people like General Stubblebine, head of
Amled Forces Intelligence used to believe in
the alien abduction scenario alld he may have
forced people to remote view these things.
People like Edward Dan1es were in touch
with these "dreaJ.U worlds". It may not be
reality that is being viewed though. I have
locked il1to alien worlds, but there may be
millions of parallel universes and alien types.
I don't dwell on these things as they don't
interest me: I walked in said "hello" and
walked out again- that's that. I thiilk people
who have gone to the Grey alien worlds have
found out things but they give the greys far
more respect thall they warrallt.
To go back a bit I must say that it is a bit
misleading to say the CIA because there were
many agencies i11terested in this sort of work.
It is possible that mallY other agencies and
military departments have had their owu
remote viewing projects, some of which may
still be around even today. It's just that this

..

one has now become public knowledge
and has ceased operation. Russia had
remote viewers as well as other com1tries
il1cluding Britain. For example during the
war we had what was code-named "The
Dancing Fawn" group, and were usillg a
person code-named Alme to remote view
inside Nazi high conunalld. It's quite well
documented.
I also believe a lot of her work was a
cover alld there were many Nazi traitors
who were giving inforn1ation to our side
and the story of Alme's ability was used to
cover where some of the infonuation was
coming from - but not all illformation as
there were brilliant results obtai11ed from
her remote viewing. Other remote viewing
groups world-wide at that time included
the "Red Orchestra", "The Lucy Ring" in
Switzerlalld.
· .. There was also somebody in a very
high' position in the Nazi Abwer - that
m.~~l~ military illtelligence - who was ,·
. h1vofved with remote viewillg. The British .•...
'cbde)m!akers made use of remote viewing
to, get a lot of i11fonnation and use the .
fabricated story of a high up mole in
Abwer giving codebreaking mtiommt:ton)J;I
order to cause cmlfusion aJ.Uongst the
ranks.
i'."

MW: About the alien worlds,
the grey aliens.
LM: I think that the more
cmmect with these alien worlds
more power that they give them.
these worlds closer and the pv.,,.., ..,,1
that if you ignore them they will go
I thi11k that they are not that ·
m
the scale of things and don't wish to meet
them.
MW: What do you credit the recent
upsurge in alien's alld abductions to.
LM: Fashion. It's pretty dal1gerous if it
upsets a lot of people psychologically. It's
said that billions of Aluericans have been
abducted but I thillk it's just a fashion and
takes place ill the mind. I once went to
somebody who was experiencing aliens
and got in with the aliens and told them to
go away alld they did. Simple as that. I
have no i11terest at this present moment i11
them.
MW: In what ways do you think the
goverrm1ent's or secret govenunents could
stop people from usi11g their hidden
powers alld remote viewillg?
LM: There is absolutely nothing they
can do to stop it. They could try to put a
secret agent i11to everybody's house to see
what's going on - but then most secret
agents aren't that trustworthy anyway. I
thiilk that the best intelligence officers
who look into this sort of thillg have builtin self booby traps, that means they would

defect allyway and go off to private
enterprise, or the other side, allyway.
I thiilk the emphasis is also on "'""~a'•"~"'U
away from peoples looking ·
like the national lottery and .
peoples daily lives, are far to
allow people the tune or ability
themselves. Most people need
take conmland of their
They couid ,however
disillformation
could try to say that
to frighten people. Howe1iet;
CIA and other
themselves.

own.

MW: Do you
distractions are
external forces.
LW:Both,
the street has
alld just

more accepted. I do also thiilk that there is
some external force and energy as well which
will change attitudes.
MW: So how w.ould you like to describe
yourself now?
LM: Paranormal Investigator and
Surveyor General of the International
bureaux of lucid dreaming.
I an1 trying to make it surveyor because I
an1 more than aware that lucidity can be
active. By tlus I mean that there are tllings
that one can make happen whilst in lucid
dream states wluch have an offensive
application - say for i11stance to dan1age a
computer or disable a missile. I think there
have been Russian attempts at such attacks. I
don't want to get into this side if things that's
why I am stickillg to the title surveyor.
MW: Can you discuss you experiences
with offensive applications.
LW: Well as it's such a sensitive issue I
would rather do tl1at in a lecture fonnat as it
helps contail1 some of the finer points. I don't
get involved witl1 tlmt side oftl1ings you see,
so best not for me to say too much really.
What I Call say, is that governments alld
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church both know that it is the feminine
energy that causes phenomena and they have
known and suppressed this for quite some
time. I believe that in the past few centuries
they have tried to suppress it in the same
way that they have tried to suppress
femininity and there is a cover-up. Say for
instance, even last year there were police in
France going around fining girls the
equivalent of £20 for sunbathing top-less. h1
such a respectable country they want to
preserve this middle class value system and
they try to make tlus seem normal, at tl1e
same time it makes sure that in suppression
tl1at tl1ere is no more phenomena. They feel
tl1at women should be kept in their place
because it triggers parm1om1al events such
as UFO's and remote viewing.
I suppose Britain isn't bad compared to
tl1e mid west American bible belt states for
paranonnal suppression. I think tl1at people
have tlus idea of a middle class morality m1d
this pushes them to create a very warped
view of the world and what is reality. It's
quite crazy that institutions like tl1e church
give such moralistic advice, it's just
nonsense. It's OK as long as it makes
society run properly but it's so clearly
obvious that advice we get from churches
and government about the way to live, and
how to control t11e economy, doesn't work.
Things are on tl1e change, though we
will see many tlungs in tl1e next few years. I
tl1ink tl1at tl1e expression of infonnation
through tl1e h1temet will help tlus process tl1e free exchange of infonnation. The West
has had it's day. I haven't remote viewed
this but I tlllnk tl1at tl1e geology of the world
will change as well with tllings such as
global warming and tl1e melting of the ice
caps - tlus will create great changes in
attitudes too.

MW: Yes I would like that. Can you
explain what solid evidence have you got
to say tl1at Remote Viewing works.
LM: Well on a personal level I have
been able to make contact at marker points
with a remote viewer nmned Kelly that I
work with. We have met up under such
conditions many times and from the
meeting point we have been able to
explore togetl1er, fly around, tl1at sort of
tiling. I find tlus personal confmnation
very interesting.
The only thing is tl1at it is never I 00%
certain tl1at tl1ese tlungs will work. hlfact
there are many problems encow1tered. If it
were simple to prove the existence of
tlungs tlmt easily I would get the nmne of
a wi.tming horse at tl1e races and make
myself some money by betting on it.
MW: Why do you tl1ink that you
cmmot do tl1at then?
LM: Well I have never actually tried to
be perfectly honest. However we do have
time infront of us and who knows?
I know tlus might sow1d sort of silly
but when you are out there in tl1e flow of

sheer energy your values change. You may
not want tl1e san1e tlungs once inside as you
did from the outside.
MW: What otl1er things do you want to
get out of tl1e use of remote viewing?
LM: I wm1t to cut down on my telephone
bills by making contact tluough remote
viewi.t1g. I want to get the diving expedition
togetl1er to confmn the under sea ruins of
Mu.
I aJ.U also writing a book at the moment
about lucid dremns m1d tlus will be out next
year. Otl1erwise I am focusing on research
on Mu, I don't wm1t to spread myself all
over the place at tl1e moment.
I have had information t11at there is a
Top Secret American naval intelligence
research project into Mu. I aJ.U a bit like you
Mattl1ew m1d wonder sometimes about all
tlus infom1ation - is it all true. I hope so.
I tlunk there are otl1er things I would
like to find out about such as hidden
leanung. Books tl1at contained ancient
lustories forgotten have been burned or
locked away - tl1e burning of the library at
Alexandria containing some of the most
important texts of history and of an occult

MW: How would you tl1en describe the
recent rise in power of tl1e female that we
see. Would you say that this is part of
another plan or is it something tl1at people in
power cmmot stop?
LM: Well I think every dog has it's day
and tl10se days are over. I tlunk tl1ey cm1 try
m1d pretend tl1at tl1ey are in control but tl1ey
are clearly not.
MW: Do you only work witl1 females in
your remote viewing work?
LM: Not exactly but it has just turned
out tl1at way at t11e moment. I do have a few
English, Russian, French and American
girls involved at the moment. All I know is
that more women are more psycluc tl1an
men, but it's not tl1e rule. Next year perhaps
we could get together and try some of tlus
out m1d show you what we can do. Perhaps a
few of us males could go to a place near you
in Wales like the area known as Magic
Valley, "Natygwaitl1", m1d see what events
are triggered off.
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nature perhaps, I would very much like to
find out about those things.
MW: Do you think that there is a race to
get to the secrets of Mu and when you get
your expedition underway you will end up
locking homs with govenunents intent on
whisking away any secrets that they fmd.
LM: No I don't think there is a race.
TI1ere have been dozens of expeditions to
Mu already and I don't know what they have
found apart from marble columns and
structures. Colonel Jolm Alexander's
expedition fow1d many things when he went
to tllis region including what looks like a
monorail system. I would like to find otl1er
tl1ings and give credit where it is due and
say tl1at I am not tl1e man who found Mu,
just exploring it.

orders, right throughout Europe. I found it
all great fun and I met many colourful
characters and the proof I got from tllis
showed me that these paranonnal abilities
exist. There are some tllings that I saw
wllich were very disturbing and do not
discuss, but to give you an idea some of
the tilings were like sometiling out of a
gotl1ic horror novel.
MW: Does any of ti1e magic help your
current work and is it worth people
investigating.
LM: I only use bits if I feel it is
necessary. I think tl1ere is a certain amount
of responsibility in my advising people to
get involved witl1 tllis sort of tiling so I
would have to say no - you have to hold on
a bit tight in magical orders and keep your
wits about you. I think we should do unto
otl1ers as we would wish on ourselves, the
rest is just conversation!

IF
YOU
HAVE
ANY
INFORMATION
WHICH
YOU WISH TO PASS ON
FOR RESEARCH PHONE
01443
437853 AND
SPEAK TO M.WILLIAMS
(EDITOR) IN CONFIDENCE.

MW: What is the real attraction behind
OR WRITE: TRUTHSEEKERS
Mu, is it a search for advanced teclmology?
25 Upper Canning Street,
LM: Advanced technology, anti gravity
Ton-Pentre, Mid Glamorgan,
equipment, vast underground cities with
libraries in which will contain information
lvfatthew Williams
S.Wales. UK. CF41 7HG.
on keys for psychic abilities. I think that
there will be information on stella energy . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
and the stars themselves. TI1e people of Mu
used to traffic with other dimensions and
this was an integral part of their society.

CONFERENCE NEWS

MW: Do you tllink any of tl1ese tllings
could be used for bad purposes by
govenunents, because I am trying to see if
there is any nlilitary advantage in searching
forMu.
LM: Well tl1ere always is, but at t11e
moment I tllink we are only talking about
one well known top secret American
nlilitary expedition to search for Mu. It may
infact be tl1at there is work being done, but
it is by a more secret group or perhaps ex
intelligence officers doing their own private
enterprise work. We do not know for sure. It
may be tl1at tl1ese intelligence officers are
more like pirates and are getting tl1e Navy to
pay for it, witl10ut knowing what they are
paying for, because it is so top secret. ..
MW: Why do you tllink Mu lost it's
footl10ld and didn' t spread it' s teclmology
far enough or well enough to survive it' s
demise.
LM: I tllink sometlling went out of
kilter. Loss of control of some of the
energies and some fonn of catastrophe.
Perhaps we are heading t11e same way - it
happens.

SOUTHERN PARANORMAL INVESTIGATIONS GROUP- SPI
One day conference, APRIL 20th 1996, 1Oam to Spm at Warblington
Secondary School, Havant, Portsmouth, Hants.
SPEAKERS: A. James (EMUFORA), Graham Birdsall (UFO MAGAZINE),
Gordon Millington (SIGAP), Omar Fowler (PRA).
Tickets 7.50- Tel 01705 611437. Write: 17 Oakshot Drive, Westleigh, Havant Hants P09
5SN.

NORTH LANCASHIRE UFO GROUP- Planteray Connections Conference
One day conference, 18th FEBRUARY 1996.
SPEAKERS: Jenny Randles, John Holman, Mike Oram, Hein Van Beuskom.
Tickets £10 (includes buffet), 89 Bare Lane, Morecombe, Lanes. Tel 01524-423760.

BUFORA- Abductions Conference.
One day conference, 20th APRIL 1996.
SPEAKERS: Whitley Strieber, Phillip Mantle, Mike Wooten, John Spencer.
Tickets: £15 (£12 Bufora members), Bufora, 1 Woodhall Drive, Healey Road, Batley, West
Yorkshire, WF17 7SW.

SOUTH WALES UFO GROUP- UFO's, Myan History, Spiritualism +more.
Two Day conference, 20th/21st JULY 1996
SPEAKERS: Nick Pope (MOD), Maurice Cotterell (Myan), Ron Pearson (Life &
Death Science), Dr Franchesca Rossetti (Spiritualist), Andy Russell (UFO's).

MW: have you ever been involved with
any magical orders.

Tickets: (not stated) 10 Glasylyn Court, Croesyceiliog, Cwmbran, Gwent NP44 2JE. Tel
01633-874983.

LM: Yes I have. It' s not a secret, I did
have sometlling to do with a magical order
in London. It was one of many outfits tlmt
exist but it wasn't a very big one itself. I
have met many people involved witl1 other

WELSH FEDERATION OF INDEPENDENT UFOLOGISTS- Gary Rowe
Various dates all year round in the CLWYD area. Contact Mr Rowe on
01745- 331684 for further details.
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THE BLASPHEMOUS TRUTH
JB\y Clhur~§ JD>;arv~<e§

Have you ever considered the
implications of the control that a religion
can have over a society and its believers,
religion can influence and infiltrate even
the smallest corners of the everyday life
of that society. Cllris Davies explores
some of the far reaching implications.
A religion can determine the way in
which a person acts, how a person reacts to
other people and new or differing ideology,
it can control your eating habits, your
working routine, even the speed in which
the society develops. Those who minister
that religion, be it knowingly or
unknowingly, have at their disposal an
unimaginable level of power and control,
some believers are even willing to kill or die
for their dogma. In my personal opinion
having that kind of power is frightening.
For the moment take yourself back to
the earliest time of what we might call
structured religions, the world and its
inhabitants were on the whole a very
volatile lot, empires and kingdoms were
rising and falling at a regular frequency. Try
to in1agine how in such violent times (is it
any different now) it was possible with the
time periods needed to cover such a measure
of distance, either for fighting or
communicating, the problem of maintaining
stable communities and policing what one
might see as problems.
Isn't it just possible that certain rules

and conditions might be phased into
existing religions or incorporated into new
religions (remember that religions were
coming and going on par with the rulers)
with the hope that this would make the
populace follow your designed path. If the
people were strong enough believers then
they would follow the rules as laid down
without question. What better way to keep
people in either a passive or aggressive
state. It is an effective form of self
policing. I think if one looks close enough
at most religions past and present, you
would fmd that they owe more to the hand
of man than they do to the hand of God.

holy a11d reverend.
2) Laughter a11d a11 ideology that you
are some kind of crank.
3) Total
to accept or listen to the
evidence.

', wrong I have nothing
wish to be part of a
religions have good
My concern is for
,"''"'"J"" refuse scrutiny
of their belief when

Some of you may say "I am not a
religious person and I an1not controlled by
religion," just think for a second, how
many of you have been to Cubs, Scouts or
Guides - did you not swear an oath to God?
Some of you may have been jurists •··
witnesses in a court case and, if so did ..·.·.· ·.·.•.·.·.
take an oath? Were you married , / '
·
church? As it's funny how
religious people still
church. Are you God ""rPnt·o?
agreed to (if cJ·rcumstall,ce$ '"""';;.;;;;;.·,
in the upbringing of
Christian religion. 1l1e
of religious
relevant today
Christmas a11d
religious
· •· •.·; •·.· /
/
religious conviction the control that''•
over you is inescapable.

gods were the
the eleiiieii:ts;
ma11 was reaching out for answers, found
none, so he created his own. The spiritual
begim1ings probably originated through
ma11s fear of his own mortality and the
unknown. 1l1e sa~ne great question that man
asks today probably clawed at our distru1t
ancestor's minds, "Is this all that I am is
there nothing more?"
fir,,v;;;;iJT\T'.;Mt'iiiiM

snn .. ·1th"

Now having established
the importance a11d deep
rooted position that religions
have within mankind as a
whole, how does society and
the individual react when
evidence comes to light that
certain events that are
supposed to have occurred in
connection with religion and
given some holy status, have
in fact not happened or may
have happened in a totally
different mrumer. I Call tell
you
from
personal
experiences as somewhat of a
dispeller of faith that there
are three main reactions one
faces.
1) Shock and a11ger that
you actually had the nerve
to challenge something so
Chris is a member of the Bristol "Search" UFO Group

Mooi1;

FACING THE FACTS
Some years ago excavations were
carried out at the Syrian city of Tehnardik
by Italian archaeologists. The ancient name
of this city was Elba, a11d beneath this
a11cient city was found a11 older city that
contained a vast library complex. The
ancient scripts were probably tra11slations of
earlier Smmnerian writings and indicated
that this city was the capital of all mlknown
Caananite empire. The palace of this city
was burned by a man nruned Sargon of
Akhad whose birth legend is identical to
that of Moses. We might therefore make the
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assmnption that the story of Moses' s birth
was taken from the other man' s life story.
This same problem arises with the story of
Noah and the Ark, it bears great
resemblance to a much older smnmerian
tale, the similarities are too numerous to be
just coincidence. So here we see where the
Christian Bible has incorporated something
from a completely different culture and
religious beliefs, and does not represent the
full truth.
I would like to break off from my theme
for the minute and pose a thought for all you
U.F.O. buffs, Richard Hoagland has been
looking at the weathering of the
Egyptian Sphinx which indicates that
it is much older than first thought
and at a time when there was an
awful lot of water present. He is also
presenting the theory of an extra
terrestrial cmmection. On the other
hand Zacheria Sitch.in is trying to
cmmect the summerians (the oldest
civilisation know to man) to extra
terrestrials, could, there have been a
link between the two. The
smmnerians have a tale like that of
Noah that might hold the answers to
the water question that Richard
Hoagland is looking for. The worlds
most ancient civilisation with an
even older tale and what now
appears to be the worlds oldest
structure. It certainly makes you
wonder. ..

Mam1a is a resin that is produced on
tmnbleweed tlrrough the action of insects.
Mamta is quite rare and could not be fomtd
in sufficient quantity to support one human
being let alone 2,000. (Unless there was
divine intervention of course!) The bible
also tells us that Moses and the Israelites
arrived at Bosra on the edge of the
pronlised land of Caanen (Palestine) at
arom1d 1250 B.C. the problem that we find
here is that tlte occupation ofBosra did not
start until 800 B.C. We are then told that
at Hezba the Exodus defeated an attacking
Amerite army and tlten occupied tl1e city,
once again we ftnd tl1e same problem. No

SAMPSON:

Sampson was a famous guerrilla
leader of the Israelites, he
continually harassed tl1e Pllilistines
and was later captured. There was no
trace of the city where Sampson is
supposedly
held
although
excavations at tl1e city of Telkasili
near Telaviv have revealed a
Philistine temple. A small pottery
object fmmd at tllis place depicts a
man with sideways outstretched
am1s, items like this could have
helped start tl1e legend of Santpson
bringing down the temple of tlte
Pllilistines. Contrary to Biblical
description Pllilistine temples were
very small and would only have held
several people as only tl1e priests
were allowed in. TI1e Bible attributes
3,000 to Sampsons temple wllich as
tlte evidence shows is not keeping in
witlt known facts. Was the story of
Sampson blown out of all proportion
or another part of anotlter part of
biblical story that must fall into tlte
realms of mytltology.

MOSES AND THE ISRAELITES

Back to the task at hand. Were
the Israelites ever held in bondage in
Egypt? I ant sorry to say there is
absolutely no evidence to suggest
this, only that they were not liked,
Much as today's society dislikes new
age travellers. There is also no
evidence of Moses, the plagues or
the Israelite exodus, the only
mention that we do find is I ,000
years after the supposed events (3'd
Century B.C.) by the Grand Visitor
of Egypt, Mentha. He started a
counter folklore stating that a gang of
Asiatic lepers and plague bearers were
expelled from Egypt.
MOSES AND THE EXODUS

Tite original name of the sea supposedly
crossed by Moses was the Yam sea that
means: "sea of reeds" tllis would tend to rule
out tlte Red sea as we are told and would
indicate that what was actually crossed was
a reeded marshland. Tite Bible tells us that
some 2,000 Israelites survived in the desert
for 40 years on a substance called "Matma"
tltat was given to tltem by God, in actual fact

defeated tl1e inhabitants of the city of Razor
then burned it, archaeological evidence
confmns that great destruction did take
place at Razor at the time of Joshua. It is
after tllis that we begin to come into conflict
with tl1e Biblical accounts, Joshua is said to
then have repeated tllis at tl1e city of Ai and
then went on to Ius famous Biblical defeat of
Jerico. TI1e conflicting problem here is, is
tltat both of tltese latter cities were no more
titan ruins when Joshua came along and had
been for some considerable time. Also there
is no archaeological evidence to support tl1e
presence of Joshua or tl1e Israelites at tlte
city of Megiddo. It would appear also tl1at
the book of Judges contradicts
Joshua's account of the take over of
Caanen in that it was a peaceful and
gradual infiltration. Other ancient
records attribute the destruction of
the Caanenite cities not to the
Israelites but to tl1e other tribes tltat
later went on to attack Egypt.

evidence can be found at Hezba of any late
Bronze age Amerite or Iron-! or of
Israelite occupation, in fact the occupation
of Hezba did not start m1til after 700 B.C.
What are we to assume? From the
beginning to tl1e end of this epic journey
we can find no evidence to suggest that it
even took place, what we do find though is
evidence that strongly disputesthe story
and based on tltat evidence it appears tltat
tllis is all that it is, just a story.
JOSHUA:

Tite Bible tells how Joshua supposedly

SAUL AND DAVID:

The Bible tells us in one part how David
slew the giant Goliath but elsewhere it
attributes tllis act to Elliaha son of Jair.
When Saul was defeated by the
Philistines and his sons were killed he
conrrnitted suicide by falling upon his own
sword, after tllis act tlte Bible says his head
was cut off and hung from tlte walls of
Betltshan. All tltis is supposed to have
happened at around II th century B.C. Here
again we must raise an eyebrow to the
Biblical account as excavations at tllls city
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reveal no Philistine presence, the possibility
is that it was an Egyptian city. Who were
they fighting Philistine or Egypt? Is the
whole story fact or fable?
SOLOMON:
Solomon the son of David is said to have
ruled the joint kingdoms of Juda and Israel
from 965 B.C. - 920 B.C. some 45 years.
Solomon is reputed to have had great
riches and wisdom bestowed upon him by
God and had 700 wives including the
daughter of a Pharaoh, he is also credited
with building the first temple at Jerusalem
but no trace of it can be found. Solomon' s
reign is attributed to having considerable
dealings with the eras greatest seafarers, the
Pheonesians. Again Questions must be asked
as there is · 110 Pheonesian or other
contemporary record that make any mention
of Solomon. Modem writing is attributed to
the ancient }lheonesians by simplifying their
scripts and introducing an alphabet, the
earliest writings are from I ,000 B.C. some
50 or so years before the time of Solomon,
Considering that Solomon is supposed to
have had many scribes we find no Hebrew
writings ofthe lOth century B.C. only a small
verse on the seasons. Nowhere can we find
evidence to confirm the existence of
Solomon.
BABYLONIAN INFLUENCE:
The Babylonians first came to
prominence at about 1750 B.C. under
Hamurabi the great law giver, one of the
most notable Babylonian laws was the
Mossaic code which is literally "an eye for an
eye" which shows
itself later on in the
Bible.

d for their Ziggurat towers. Could these
two things as seen and heard by the
intemed Israelite populace have been
responsible for the origin of the tower of
Babel? The Babylonians had intemed
some 20,000 Israelites who had taken with
them the Tora which is the first five books
of the teachings of Moses, a Babylonian
Trait was to re-write old Surnmerian tales
and it is thought that tins trait spilled over
into the Israelites intemed ti1ere. It is
therefore llighly probable that much of the
Bible was inspired and re-written by the
rivers of Babylon.
GREEK JNFLUENCE:
The Greek culture becan1e ti1e first
westem influence on the middle east
which was referred to as Helenism,
Helenism had a considerable impact 011
Judaism. We now see ti1e idea a central
figure govenling all tllings, tl1e God
Yaweh now becomes ti1e God of all
peoples instead of just ti1e Israelites, this
shows itself in ti1e parable of Jonah and
ti1e whale.

of

To tins point what can we say about
the Bible with what archaeology has
shown? We now know that ti1e Bible
contains folklore' s taken from other
folklore ' s and religions also ti1at the bible
has changed throughout its development
and was influenced by the cultural
environment and experiences by some of ··
its recorders. We also know ti1at the Bible
contains a number of inaccuracies. All
that we can say about the early Bible is
ti1at it is true to it's backgroUl1d such as the
material culture and even ti10ugh some of
ti1ese cultures were poor ti1ey had great
idealism, beyond that there is no
archaeological proof of any of the
patriarchs and epics depicted in the Bible.

was the leader of the early church after
Jesus' deati1. It is ti1ese two people amongst
others who appear to be referred to in ti1e
scrolls. If ti1e scrolls are actually the writings
of the early Christian church then the
information contained in the Gospels have
been distorted. Prof. Robert Eisenman who
has been studying ti1e scrolls believes ti1at
many of ti1em depict a violent aggressive
group bent on vengeance and that St. Paul
deliberately altered Jesus' teachings to a
pacifistic level to make them more
acceptable to ti1e Romans. Information in ti1e
present Bible could bear witness tllis, when
the Romans went to arrest Jesus who was
with his disciples, tl1ey went armed,
expecting resistance, and in essence that's
what ti1ey got when one of them fell victin1 to
a sword attack.
The Romans were no fools as is shown in
the archaeological evidence of their
occupation of Britain, ti1ey were happy for
peaceful coexistence with ti1e native
populace under their rule, but if force was
what was required ti1en that was what was
ti1ey responded witi1. Why then when going
•to arrest Jesus did ti1ey send well armed
troops to deal witi1 a handful of pacifists?
Was Jesus noti1ing more than a freedom
fighter and a political activist who had
become troublesome to ti1e Romans?

If the evidence shatters everytlling that
the Church has taught and nlillions come to
believe in, how will ti1e world react and
come to tenns witi1 it? Will the Church at
every level adjust the teachings to it' s
followers and believers and encompass timt
we are now beginning to discover or will it
writhe and squirm and try to adjust the
discoveries to fit the teacllings. Will we fmd
a wall of silence witi1 the evidence swept
under the carpet Ul1til such time as a
llierarchy can fmd an acceptable answer?

THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS:
Babylonians which may
point to the origin
of a great Biblical
Tale, one is a
folklore the other is
their
buildings.
Their folklore tells
us how their Gods
became so fed up
with the confusion
of languages that
they sent down a
great deluge, the
Babylonians
were also
fan1e

The Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered
in 1937 by a young Arab boy in some
caves near ti1e Dead Sea, they are ti1e
oldest Biblical records known to exist. In
these scrolls we have an insight into the
Jewish religion at fue tin1e of Jesus, and
what a profound insight ti1at is. The
information now coming forward from
these scrolls is so profoUl1d that it could
have drastic consequences for the
Christian and Jewish fait11s, maybe ti1at is
why much of ti1e information in the scrolls
was kept witi1in a close group of Christian
scholars for over 40 years.
Christianity as we know it today is
attributable to Paul (St. Paul) but much of
early Christianity is attributable to James
who it is thought was Jesus' broti1er, he

CJR.OP CJ(RCJLJE PHOTO§
Aerial - Pole - Ground
Steve Alexander
27 St Francis Road
Gosport
HAMPSHIRE
P012 2UG

Tel 01705 - 253867
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Gulf Breeze U Jpdate
UFO Footage & Sightings update
compiled by Chris Fowler
1995 was a very good year for UFO
sightings in and around the Gulf Breeze I
Pensacola area. In total, sixty three
sightings were reported to the local Gulf
Breeze I Pensacola MUFON group, but
there are also other sightings that have
occurred which haven't been included, as
some are still under investigation and
others weren't written up as the witnesses
didn't give permission.
Most of the sightings took place during
night time but there were also a nwnber of
daytime sightings, some of which were
caught on video. As well as the familiar
night time red light "Bubba" sighting ( as it
was nick named by the local skywatchers ),
there were many sightings of triangular and
delta shaped UFOs which previously
weren't seen much at all in the skies around
Gulf Breeze.
New Daytime Ed Walters Footage
On July 21st 1995, what is probably one
of the best daytime UFO videos was taken in
Gulf Breeze by Ed Walters who is
continuing to see and document UFO

f<iir.PiiAt
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UFO's? Too Good To Be True
by Ed Walters
For almost eight years the UFO
sightings in the Gulf Breeze I Pensacola
area have remained unsolved. Depending
on your point of view there are only two
answers: (1) The UFOs are real and as yet
still unidentified, or (2) The UFOs are not
real; they are simply unidentified.
Many scores of witnesses have come
forward to tell of seeing a wingless,
soundless, flying object perfom1 aerial
feats
apparently
impossible
for
conventional aircraft. Even so, either of
the above answers can explain these single
witness and multi-witness UFO sightings.
Scores of photographs and video tapes
have been taken during local UFO
sightings. If the photographs and video

tapes show a distant glowing light, or the
photographs show no structural detail,
again, either of the above answers still
apply.
But ... what if ... the photographs and
video tapes show an "Oops, there it is,"
"knock your socks off," flying, wingless
soundless object in broad daylight? But they
would be wrong. The debate will continue
despite any amount of definitive proof.
The reason for titis is a psychological
one (kind of a knee jerk, hunmn nature kind
of tiling). The more Absolute the Evidence,
The more It Cannot be Real, And Since It
Cannot Be Real ... answer # 2 applies ...
it must be a hoax. Why? Because if UFOs
were real, our government officials would
tell us everything ti1ey know about UFOs,
wouldn' t ti1ey? Therefore UFOs can't be
real, right?
So here is the dilemma. What is it so
many people are seeing? What is it they are
photographing and video taping? The
photographs I took eight years ago and some
more recently show sometiting that looks
like what " it can't be. " I wrote two books
about what so many of us have seen or
ti10ught we saw.

r.-
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sightings. The following is his own article
which he wrote and was printed in the
September 27th edition of the Islander, the
weekly
Gulf
Breeze
community
newspaper.

So, what is it? What was that spherical,
silver object ti1at shows so clearly in ti1e
picture I took on January 12t11 1994. You
know, that unbelievable picture that shows
what "couldn't" be an F-15 jet fighter racing
past in front of what "couldn't" be a UFO.
The Air Force said the jet fighter was a
Navy F-14."TheAir Force said ti1e non-UFO
was "a bunch of weather balloons tied
together. "
Ah, now we are getting somewhere . . .
"a bunch of weather balloons," great! At
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Join me in considering the possibilities.
Based on the world-wide distribution of
The Gulf Breeze Sightings and UFO
Abductions in Gulf Breeze, thousands of
UFO witnesses continue to send me their
sighting reports, their UFO photographs and
videos. The evidence is overwhelming - but
it is not too good to be true. It is too good to
be ignored.
Other Daytime Gulf Breeze UFO Footage
Ed Walters isn't the only local resident
who has video taped a UFO in daylight
around Gulf Breeze. The first daytin1e UFO
footage was taken during March 1993 by a
witness on Pensacola Beach known as
Martin "Allen" who has wished to remain
anonymous. The witness on two occasions
during the same day saw an object flash by
overhead at great speed and decided to set
up his video camera on his sun deck hooked
up to the mains and left it recording with a
two hour tape in whilst he went back to
work in the afternoon. That night when he
reviewed the tape he found that nothing
apart from the usual air traffic had been
captured on the tape, so the next day he did
the same tiling. Shortly after he set up tl1e
can1era and started recording he saw tl1e
object once again flash overhead at a great
speed and caught it on tape. The footage
shows a metallic elliptical shaped object
which passes across the field of view in a
matter of seconds wllich indicated that it
was doing a very high rate of speed.

least it' s an answer ( even though it doesn' t
even come close to looking like "a bunch of
weather balloons" ) instead of the usual "no
conunent."
Seriously, my point is this. There seems
to be a normal reaction whenever clear,
factual UFO evidence is presented. Which
is, if the UFO evidence is too good, it can' t
be real.
Not so long ago, on July 21 , I witnessed
several "fly-bys" and captured them on
video. The UFO can be seen clearly
entering the field of view, crossing halfway
( camera was on full zoom ) and reversing

"'

The same witness again later on in the
montl1 managed to witness and video tape
another UFO in daylight as it hovered
motionless in the sky over Pensacola Beach.
This video was even
more remarkable tl1an
tl1e first taken by Martin
"Allen", as on tl1e
footage tl1e UFO can be
seen to depart from a
standstill so fast that it
had
appears as if it
, just disappeared. When
analysis was done on the
footage it was found tlmt
fue UFO had accelerated
seen the Gulf ~mrnmmrn~mW-r.rl:~mmtlm~~$:!~~tJ from a standstill to over
Breeze shoreline,
2000 m.p.h. in under
tl1e Santa Rosa sound, and the 40-foot tall
one thirtieth of a second, which is tl1e lengtl1
trees that cover Shoreline Park. The UFO
of just one frame on a video tape.
briefly cast it's SHADOW on tl1e trees tl1at
Another witness who also remains
line the beach. What does it mean? The
anonymous and is known as just "Pllillip"
UFO is real; and the shadow proves it.
also managed to video tape a daytime
sighting as a UFO hovered over Gulf
UFO witnesses, UFO photos, UFO
Breeze. On this footage a metallic object,
videos, shadow evidence, etc, etc . . . So
what do you think? Is it all too good and
which appears to resemble tl1e shape of tl1e
too much to be true? or are we witnessing
UFOs Ed Walters photographed, is seen to
hover in tl1e sky not too far away before
an historic event?
streaking away out of frame once again at a
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very high rate of speed.
Both the Martin "Allen" and "Phillip"
videos have been featured on a segment of
the Fox TV progranm1e "Sightings" which
was shown in the UK on Sky One during
October 1994.
Also featured on the
progranm1e was a daytime UFO video taken
by Ed Walters on November 28th 1993
which shows a UFO hovering in the sky
once again over Pensacola Beach before it
just suddenly blinks out as if it just
vanished.
Night Time Footage
Many other in1pressive pieces of footage
taken during night time have been taken
around Gulf Breeze. The best known
footage has been taken by Bruce Morrison,
who to date has over four hours of solid
footage of the UFOs seen from Shoreline
Park which dates from sightings in 1990 to
the present.
What is mostly seen on his footage is a
very bright light which ranges from red I
orange to white that behaves in a unusual
mam1er, flaring up to an intense bright light
at times. Bruce has also managed to take
footage which shows smaller lights which
drop out and descend from the underside of
the main UFO that is seen. Though no
structural detail can be made out on most of
the footage, it does seem as if what is being
seen is possibly a UFO which has just it' s
bottom light on, as demonstrated in Ed
Walters first UFO footage taken back in

1987. During this footage, the structured
UFO blinks out and then comes back on
with only it's bottom light remaining
visible, as if to demonstrate what it can do.
The UFO at this point closely resembles
the ones which are seen and video taped
by many ( including professional TV
camera crews from ABC and Nippon TV
Japan) around Gulf Breeze.
A now well known piece of footage
was taken there in May 1988 by a man on
the beach who was house sitting for a
friend. On the footage can be seen the
small waves rolling in to the beach and
beyond the shoreline in the sky, one by one
UFOs start to appear until there are ten in
all. The UFOs consist of bright whitish
lights which all seem to have a red colour
on the underside where the "power
source" is on the UFOs originally
photographed by Ed Walters. After
hovering in the sky the objects blink out
one by one just as they seemed to blink on
when they arrived.
Night Time Footage From 1993
As well as some very good daylight
UFO footage in 1993 being taken, there
were also a few excellent night time
videos that were also taken.
Footage taken in a sinlilar setting to
that of the May 1988 footage ( as just
described ) shows three very bright
structured UFOs hovering low over the
water only a few hundred feet away. On

the objects can be made out details such as
the top "beacon" and as they hover a light
reflection can also be made out on the
water' s surface undemeath the UFOs. The
impressive tiling about tllis footage is that at
one point, one of tl1e UFOs is actually seen
to dip down into tl1e water leaving only it's
top "beacon" visible protruding out of the
water shortly before it comes back up.
Many people report seeing UFOs emerge
from and go into water and tllis footage
certainly validates such reports.
Anotl1er video taken by an anonymous
witness from Navarre near Gulf Breeze
shows what seems to be a bright beam of
light being shone from the underside of a
bright light in the distance that is obscured
by some trees. As well as tl1is there can be
seen other UFOs farther away in the
distance in wllich some structure can be
made out, similar to Ed Walters 1987
footage. As the UFOs move behind tl1e
closer bright light they are obscured from
view wllich suggests tl1at tl1ere was some
structure above tl1e light.
What is no doubt tl1e best 11ight time
UFO footage taken around tl1e area was
taken by a witness known as Thomas
"Bryant". On tllis footage can be seen two
UFOs hovering not too far away in tl1e sky
side by side with some structure visible as
well as a light on tl1e underside. At one
point on tl1is footage what appears to be
"liquid" of some sort is seen to fall from tl1e
underside of tl1e UFO on the left shortly
before tl1e UFO on the right flies around it
in a full circle. Tllis footage validates what
Ed Walters described seeing happen on
December 17tll 1987, as described in his
book "T11e Gulf Breeze Sightings".
Sightings Update
T11e sightings at Gulf Breeze continued
in November and December 1995 witl1
major sightings occurring on November 17tll
when seventeen triangular configurations of
lights were seen over Pensacola Beach in
tl1e space of two hours. On November 21st
skywatchers at Shoreline Park watched two
"extremely brilliantly lit" objects for a total
of six nlinutes. One of the objects was seen
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to come down really low over Deer Point in
Gulf Breeze as if it was landing before it
disappeared.
Then on November 25th a local NBC
affiliate anchor man in Pensacola video
taped a daylight sighting over Pensacola.
On the footage the object is observed to
change shape and move erratically. The
sighting is still under investigation at the
moment and plans are being made to include
the footage in an up-coming documentary on
UFOs.
.{ntervie~ between Matthe\V.Wi}li$UUS~l~

During December there were two
sightings reported on the 1st and 14th and
the sighti.ngs in 1996 got off to a start on
January 4th when three sightings occurred in
less than an hour which were witnessed by
the skywatchers at Gulf Breeze.
There will be no doubt more UFO sightings
occurring in the area which will be included
in future issues of Truth Seekers Review, as
will be reports of other goings on in the
area.
The fourth annual Gulf Breeze
conference organised by Project Awareness
will be taking place on Pensacola Beach on
March 15th-17th and will include speakers
such as Dr.Jolm Mack, Stanton Friedman,
Dr.Barry Downing and Whitley Strieber.
Details are available from Project
Awareness at: P.O. Box 730, Gulf Breeze,
Florida, 32561, U.S.A. FAX (904)
438-1801 e-mail at the following address:
UMBRB73a@PRODIGY.COM.

.M r Busty Taylor 24/12/95 ti.q~e T1 :04t•;:}
·:;

Mw: ,Y()u are interested in crop

Co~ld you give us 11 brief synopsis

you "got started?
}:

·

.:.·tx-

BT; For a start I'd been intobFO'sfor't
;y~s, i moved _into crop Circles in .J98;i.;>·
simply becat\se I foun(! a ~rop circle j11st ·
down the road from where we;re sitting>c ·. · .
just three m!Jes away. I realised tj:lat"this. .•-.... ,in'W··
_ .
was something that seemed to be ' '
· ::(>,·~ .11as a cro_p circle.
important, and from fuat day On L've been )'>;'~ "feWtirnes. Y.....;;,,
loo}i.ing into it. rve made a lot of
· '
·
.discoveries in regards to ancient Celtic
·spiibols. In six weeks I didn't sleep, I
·'wt:nt berserk:'! visited all the local.. ' "' , ,
museums, as well as those inLoridon.J · 2
.studied the measurements ()f Stop,ehe1ige i ·
·because! had ~Jet:nan rup,ateur/ ·_. _x S. ;.its tb d6\Vith
archaeologist for years, ~orkilii \Vitl{;tlle, 'L ~):~ ·y gentjrate
;Andover archaeologists. I took aeriaL ' · ;;< . perie1ice ·•
pqqtographs of things they didn' t kno'Y " ;i('if·- ~op!~ '""·""'''"'
~l;>oyt. they would mark it on their maps ·':~;g·.~ppear,a pO.ltCA::mlm
,agd ge~ the nioney to go and dig them up. : woi1dered
,_ :, ·.·..~ . ,.
··
· · ,.;J .· ·· ,,;;
and th~nhe .
l've _gotvideo ofw~rk along the A303)r"'' ~; have a;latent
jt place with ·any nhvst,cat•m<)vemecrt
where there ,\Vas llll ancient site t11at had
be gone thfough we dug it up trrst.
_., / ·example,
·
illi.d'f,earii5eariltiit '''"

::i

COMPUTER OWNERS
Try tl1ese Bulletin Boards for hot info on
UFO's and Crop Circles.

·, ,(;{!i.Co/9

so

.to

Stairway To Heaven BBS 0181-769-8046
Equinox BBS- 01705 871531
Please keep us informed of new BBS no' s!

BIRMINGHAM UFO SOCIETY
Group meetings and investigations
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in another country or on another planet. I
think tlus was once possible, and tl1at for
some reason it was taken away from us.
MW: Along with other powers of the mind?

tunmli at Stonehenge.
MW: So tl1ere's a connection between
ancient archaeological sites and crop
circles?

BT: You could alter and adjust tilings,
BT: As far as I am concemed ti1e answer
create tiungs, physically mend broken bones
is yes. In 1986 I worked out ti1at ilie 1985
all wiili nlind control. I'm convinced ti1at
fonnation would fit inside Stonehenge and
ti1is type oftlllng happened in the past.
ti1e surrounding ditch. We tried tlrree
:There are)tJofofr~r~s of miracles. The..
cirCI(fS, and ti:teyall fit in witlFthe vatio~
. only way we Call get tlus back is somehow
dimensiohS of Stonel.}enge. Anoilier·circle
to trigger ~1at part'of the.brain thl.tt has been . ··.-.that we tried, however, did not tit.
lying d~nnant A lot of people-ani saying "'
found outiliat tills had been waoe by : · ,
ti1at 'ti1is symbol attracted me'. To th.e older
hoaxers. If all circles·are man made WhY ;;...
generation,' like myselt, it was ilie Celtic , "'·'' .is it that _iliey pick designs iliat repre~t
symbols that wer!!attractive, and to ilie . .
"ilie anCient past? How did they manage to
· yo1u1ger generatioll'it was ti1e pictogr;uns: I
d¢.tha.t on such a reguJar basis? Th.ano 0•. "·
can rough1;/t~.I1 ~ople~ ages when I ask
·''··· m''would be the height ofimwssibilitY:' ·'
' thein;,whicP, cropdi(;les they were attracted ·i~i ;;;
. . · .··
:::. ' ;{ .':'!."' . }·.~
1
.. ' . ·MW~ rve spokeri to people wh~e1aihiJ<>'
1to. if 'i!:• <.'~J!" .,0·7 ':!' '' "+:
..,. ''
,: be! circle makers and some oftli~uthave
MW: Doyo'iifeel that in SQme way if people . put forward 'the possibilityti1at
are
have hidden'powers ofilie mind, that its
driven to make circles by sollie unusual
peoples thought processes which may be
force and they don' t know quite why they
creating the .crofci,rcles a~ opposed to
do them. Could you accept fuat maybe
MW: This is an additional artefact in a
. UFOs djrectly. '
people are being used?
genuine circle?
... ./

We

they

•';.'•

;:;;.

. BT: I would say that its iliemind pulling the
1-UFos' through into ti1e reality of today. ·
•they tnighf'be in'a different dimension.
,,There are mmty UFO statements from ti1e
1960' s from an encotii:lter at Clulcombe ·
near Wincheste{where a person in a
. spacecraft said ' ti1ese ate our fields, what
' are you doing with our fields'? So it may be
the fact that the.planet defnutely belongs to
somebody fuat tan pop backwards and ··
fox:wardS irt time. I think fuat the genuine
crop circles timt are out there are created by
a beam;~mergy iliat eiilier supports ilie slup
. while it is stftionary, and tins could mean
, varying liei~ts, or from some remote
'•·gebstationarY position from which a survey
can be carried out One fonnation that I
photographed in 1985 winch consisted of
two satellites with 811 area in between iliat
looked as if it had been flattened.
There was a definite contrast from ilie
outside. It seemed tl1at something had just
stopped dead ori ilie top of the com and had
. some physicalJyPe of force locking into fue
:.satellites. It is intb~stjng
iliat this particular
Y·
· fom1Bti6t1
appeared
to·fjt .in witl1 designs of
,-;..
--·
Y-.• ,.,_
•

_._._.__

:-,

r

1

BT: Its possible iliat people could be made
to tlunk iliat ili~X;:,~~ould do ti1ings. You
can' t rule that out:I've spoken to various
· . hoaxers''and explained ti1ings to iliem timt
'iliey were 1maware of in relation to circles
ru1d some have l:)ecmtle interested in the
phenomena. Surely it would be better if
ti1e hoaxers researched the subject wiili us
and not tried to make us look like fools in
front of a television camera. Perhaps
ti1ey'd have a surprise if they becan1e a
researcher. These people like to get ilieir
name in print and ti1ey proved ti1eir point '
on a minority of circles. But What abou~
ti1e vasfnumber of others that·were ··· <
around at ti1e same tit'ue. I've been
through ti1ousands of circles and r'Ve seen
iliings ti1at I cannot explain.
MW: What would you describe as the
properties of a genuine circle?
BT: Its very difficult to find a genuine
circle to investigate because too 111any
people get in before you. The only.way is
to fmd a circle that no one else has ,,.···· .
entered and research the edges of ~t going ·
right through to the intemals of it: It is
possible to find circles witl10ut a mark on
iliem including greening crop. Its just
perfectly bent over and twisted around but
it isn' t broken. Now I'd like to know how
you can do tlus without actually breaking
ti1e stem. So tl1e first point is its got to
have no mark on it a11d its got to be laid
down flat, absolutely flat to ti1e ground
like its been stean1 rollered.
MW: Could you define what you mea11 by

BT: TI1at's right'I think iliat moisturej s· ,f·, ,
drawn up from ti1e grourtd and stemnedpu(~.
of it. Its done very .quic.kly, sixte_(!nse~ndi '~
at ilie most. When a true circle' 'inadei~ ,1 •
moves down in one movement not a series··· -' ·
of circtllar steps; Even if jfs a liundted aiia ·
,fifty feet acr(>ss: every\tbr). will hit the..,
ground at ilie'same ,tin'J.e. Everything moves
instantaneously.
'
'·
i'

is

;. /_

'

.

BT: Well
ify~u .see
thtri,nes
iliat
bo-ugMd
..
.
. .
..
'
. ...·
Dave iliake ili~y have a te!laepcy, to :~angeri
around a little bit ~d its all sm~she(r\lp: · ·
TI1e genuine Ciigllgoes <i6wn·.
'ts not ,,
srnashed up and its,lined, up . _,_Y,\)Each,
stalk is aligned sictt: by side:;Wheti yo~, ge~
· that you have to a.Sk yoilrself 'well how did •
tlmt happen'? Y9u also·get .the a'Vertrie$: · , :· ,
where sometimes is filed out fro~ the n{airi:
circle in a straight line .alld then it stops"but,;,
it doesn' t go into the main crop, the'l:teadsi .·~
come down at the base ofti1e.crops still.: ~~:,;c'
standing. Where did ilie re~toftlie.ci.Op ·
There, s fourteen inclles.0~ crop ~ome~
We,find iliatits interlaced Witl1 the sta
tlle circle but going in the opposite
direction. In oti1er words they fold 'into
otl1er perfectly.
·{•

MW: Like fmgers being interlaced?
BT: TI1at's right. TI1en you tlllnk you know
how its done until ru10ti1er one comes along
ti1at's perfect but appears to have been done
in a different way. If its been put down wiili
a piece of wood ti1en its got to be done in
ilie same way and it would drunage it. I
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it.

you press ti1e crops down ti1en there is a
heat difference and water difference in the
crops and ti1e chemical balance will be
different.

MW: But you only found it at that
particular location?

BT: Yes. But ti1e otiter ti1ings we found
BT: Tilis is exactly right, which is why I
were the broken stems, and tl1e twisted
have said ti1at you also have to take samples
stems, and the magnetic material that we
from undamaged fields, simply because you
will have a heat trap.
found over at the White Horse near Beck
Hampton. We sent some soil samples to
MW: There is a difference between the
, America to be tested. About a wee¥. later
· "'e had anurge~t ph91ll! 0011
u~h) · , <chemical effects in a hoaxed cirCi~~and a'tD
go back and take niagi:iets. I put one in the · '''genuine one. ..
t· . .. :,·. ·. ,,,.v . . •./•.
· " . centre
of
the
circle
and
was
amazed
to
.
.
~'"'
·::.·
.
..
'r, '-!?.'- . ':.·-_t,'•
.-_..
.
·--·::. '.
• .,_,_
._;_
.
.·
• . ,_
fuJd.thaf small stones and bits of stra,w. •· . ;', B!: Tli8.fts'.what we' ve· gbt to prove, ·niat"s.
:[~d chillk all stuck to the magnet. All the .. '\:~proof of thejmdding. I still ~y tliat not .
. circles we had studied before ~at ha.QJwf : · ~;enough has ~e~' dpne to tesearc1Lt;14,s') ;. , ,~
shown any magneticeftect o.J), coj~pasoos, ,; ~ particular ~ifif~;It inaytake afewY~l's 'tti'!ft'!i'
we had not thought o(:taking in a magnet
'get that routine right T:v~been tgld·that
to seewhat0 wt;: 9QUlg;fmd. We picked,up ... ';,thisyeaJ'there 'Yj:111~e a ~~~e~,of~9Bie
a:ll these bits~ and sent them off to
"'": 'comirtg_ a~io~s to,voax ~ir'mes. Tctm,~itS<~:;.,.•·.
'
I/;.·
''·
• Au,tenca. lttranspiredthatweseemedto
' crazy whaf:theyshou1d'doisgo4,qwttto·a
l J:J1;,Wh~t. e. ,do ice ~~.·. rcles appear?
be picking up some fom1 of sp~ce dust or .. . .. , ,Qa!iU,tg~4 field
t!lke.~pleftWe had~
~
·
·
iron dust, because it had been put tlrrouglj :t!~>«Jli'ifoa:Ang'Competition a few
wherb ·
Canad/1,-Norway. Tile
a lo.t of heat. We kept quiet about
of .. ii
paid to p1aythir game. the,
;puplicity ~-e~k¢ifdii~dt. accept that there·is
course, for s~ve~al;l;ponths, and nobody on · ·" cpmpetiiton proved that people 'i<Wlj1'1
a~onnectiQll between the two, Why not put
the hoaxers s' .
the publicity seeke,rs
. replicate crop circles to a pt,ettyhigh ·~,~, ;~. ;
th~,togethe
ere must be a heat
side sai<;l~~; word. But .the day that report <'1}&. standar~. B1it t1~7Y were ).vor.lti,ng on
~xcnAtlge,
ire is gone: And your talking
· ¢an:teiib~ 1they said •f'hat all we did was
'' · ·- UifonU:atlon that\ve·had given th~n1.' .1!cfW'
ab6ut t1 tonn:es of.ice, a tw9 hundr
'· .. -. ~o\y iron filings into it' . But they n~ver
Nobody 6ame up with a.n..y new i<_!~s. ffiJ~y "
't0p~di
teicircleW:ith a two me
g:j.n -~ m_g~oned !mything atJs>ut the heated 'iron ·~
.can't explain why ctop circles are, aUov~t
:i~ ~hd ·iteis eighte~n ill.((lies thic 11
fiK'iigs. so·if seems tO' ine t11at once you · , _;, ·the Wot;ld, they're not justhere iti"Britaiii:.!P
we'r~1~ >~ith ~Jeanwa(er. Of
~ the
i~ve tl1en1 ~bit of infonnatiort then they ", · 'Notiforgetting ice circles_at;<l tree circles . . r·
- ~k~p~Ic~~y ~~~~'~d?that_wltl chamdtsto~th~facts.;4ny~necan~rewupan
,.
;
"'
";*'.·,·.,.iii'·
saw1;~13y t)le tune you' ve finished the other
. xpenmeut but 'what IS the potilt llllless
~. ·MW:,JYou haven't told.us abouttrees.' What
~~tWill be' frozen. In)he photographs
.is this?
,,
' " -~, :· ., . ,· ,
1 you are frightened of sometlting? Skeptics
,11o~g'~~as ~ozen again, therfs n~ ice just ., • . ,_donr~t research Ute subject they jusf ,~;P'· ;;~tl
~<;, ,~
·"'
"' , ·' ' • ·~::.'
f~ cle~.p1e~t; of water. So where dtd all tl}at , destroy another persons work. ·~. i~F · . Jl ; T~ In I~~ there was a tree ctrc!e ue
tlcego? . '
.
·
·
,,,.,Canadawluchcametoourattention.fh~ma
~, ;;.; . '
.
i#:. ::
: ·
•
MW; How were the particles yo1J.J.md .f~;. 'i·:;.}"'''!L news clippjng service.which just Q~d as~g~il
Mw>Assll111ing that[ genuine circles have
analysed, different?
c:,;,: ' ·-;;~;- ~ :-piece from Canada. A forest f!\11ger wl;lo<:ll"' ,..
~.,.investigated b§:S<:ientists, what.else
,,·
·
wa,s on regular inspection duties ca
·
Ihave they (Qlifid ~sides the patt~;:nting? Any
BT: They seemed t9 ~ little beads of.. ,<'
. across a <5ircle it1 forty
·
~evidence· like diemicaf residues?
molte,n metal/with blow holes in thetij)
"trees were locked Wf">'~~····
nus is the sOrt of damage that meteontes
" eighteen inches ai;>ove
¥BT:'iri 1985 I fqu~d this jelly like substance
stid'ef''oi1 their way through t11e . t ·i~i>
trees were t\Velve i.nches
which was a brilliantwhite material on ·the
atmosphere. You have to have extremt
most were bent over. Ui:lfbrtuuLatE~ly,
(·~ouud which undf!pteath was .slighUy blue .,
heat. T_he n!ckel se~ms to be ~-~ out ,;, "'< ; . ~f~ no f:~oto~aphs _to. prgve ._the oo-mt •. w
:;with speckles
Over it; ~iiocfof a week''
How did thiS matenal come to ~ m tl~«:tJ . '"A only ~~ed a~ut lt ml9~8 .···.
itdidn'~chan,ge in ,cojQur bufwas affected
centre of a crop circle. TI1e farmer that4 · ~print!!d i,n our JP:cal paper, 'a . . . . .
.b~ ther~·lit,examming the_substance I .
found it said the centre ofthe"'circle'hada
came'foiward to'ky thathe had found
didil'.tlt?~i(' b'ut I .did sme,lf-it. Witliin
layer of grey 9ust Why didfi•t"th~ ftrst
soUJ.etluhg sitniltr irtlo'~atw&>ds: ~ .. ,
JiWGhoUJ;s I had 911e of the worst colds
couununiqpe_ ~9m tlie public\o/ see~rs
·cU~I).g .to inve~t~ate. wp.at we fp~
~ye ·~v~r' ha,~>A f\'l,PQJ1t::r there at ,th~ time
say.1~t th~s ts what they had done a~d .
Jmlf Clfcle, th~.otl,ter h~
...·
<also. sm.fted tt' and he.cante·do\.vu WJ.th a ',: 'i'{"'~l1a(they had done in partictllar. TheY
yp.We to~·phot9gra
footitg~ .
temgle head~.cP!9Aie'sam,~ihing
;'": 'just'said that they had thrown iron filillgs
· ., ,
'
' ' ·,..·.
·
·
' in the centre. What they should have said
happened to-a thlrd'person. · · ·
is that they superheated it until it formed
MW: How big was tius substance?
tiny globules. My answer is that all
researchers should research tllln.gs more
BT: It was possibly about three metres long,
thoroughly and fmd out things to
eighteen inches wide and an inch and a half
challenge tlte publicity seekers. TI1e
ti1ick. It wasn' t any fonn of animal
AIDAS report we had, showed tlmt there
droppit1gs or anytllln.g like that. Tilis was
was quite a difference it1 nitrogen levels
brilliant wllite like a nlinimalist type colour
inside and outside of a circle.
in broad daylight but it wasn't luminous at
tlight because I went back at night to check
MW: Some circle makers say ti1at when
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a subject tl1at will leave a
mark. We had it in hay, com,
straw, long grass before its
cut. The trouble is that grass is
mostly cut for silage these
days, m1d its cut at a very short
stage. And they don' t do too
much hay making these days.
But there's so much com it's
easier to use m1d its country
wide. What oti1er media are
there? We've heard of sand
circles in deserts.

of that. Every time I am out flying I now
look for these in the woods that we fly over.
MW: So you're still looking for conclusive
proof on Ulis?
BT: TI1at's right. We' ve got trees, com ,
grass circles any type of vegetation that's up
to three feet high. Most seem to occur in
com. But if you wanted to attract
somebody's attention, the frrst thing you
would do is to put a message into a man
made environment. In the sununer we have
masses of fields which act as a great big
drawing board with lines in it.
MW: Fonning a grid pattem?
BT: Yes, and their using it. The interesting
thing is that a lot of these circles match the
topography. Once the field has been cut we
have found that some are precisely placed
between ti1e edges of the field with an
accuracy within a few inches. If ti1ese are
done randomly then how does tllis happen?
It may be a fence line on one side and a
road on the other.
MW: Would it be logical for people to
measure tl1e position so precisely? Wouldn' t
they place them more randomly? Why tl1is
precise placement?
BT: From above tl1ey would be able to place
it precisely where tl1ey wanted. For any one
on the ground it would be much more
difficult to measure and they would leave
marks. How would tl1ey do that? If all crops
were sprayed from the air or orgmlically
grown tl1en there would be no trmn lines,
and tl1erefore no way for hoaxers to get into
fields undetected.
MW: Why do you tllink it is crops that a
particularly used for making circles, If a
force was conling from a craft above then
surely tl1ey would demonstrate it in as mm1y
ways as tl1ey could?
BT: l11e only way you could notice tllis is in

MW: Have you experienced
any UFO phenomena tl1at has
been cmmected with crop
circles? How much evidence is tl1ere to
show a cmmection?
BT: I myself have never seen anything in
connection with UFOs. What I have had is
camera malfunctions and mysterious
objects appearing on film which I can' t
explain. While we were filming the tree
circle in 1988, there was a bright object
way up moving very slowly turning over
and over. I've seen a sinlilar tiling on a
film from Russia in 1992. We think that' s
a connection to tree circles and crop
circles. In 1988 I saw the biggest UFO
ti1at I've ever seen Wllich crossed the
A303, but tl1at was in December of 1988,
not in t11e crop circle season.
MW: TI1e point I was trying to get to was
tl1at if someone spots a crop circle and
tl1en a UFO, does t11at imply that tl1e circle
was made by ti1e UFO?
BT: No. I will not accept that. I will only
accept tllis if t11e UFO is hovering above
tl1e subject. Only when someone can show
me a photograph or video of that
happening will I accept tl1at one hundred
percent. At tl1e moment my hypothesis is
tl1at it is done by a UFO, but I'm still
waiting for that evidence.

in such a way tl1at would arouse public
interest.
BT: If you new all along that UFOs exist,
and the tin1e is fast approaching when you
would have to let the public know, what
other way could you do it? You could start
replicating marks in tl1e ground wllich
UFOs have left and drawing attention to
tl1em. Getting people involved and giving
lectures, doing programs on television. Its
exactly what you would do. You would also
strenuously deny it at the time. Any excuse
would do. First it was whirlwinds, then it
was helicopters flying upside down, and
tl1en it was two gentlemen doing it as well.
After we've gone Uuough all tl1at, the only
thing tl1at' s left is the UFO phenomena.
Eventually it will be mmounced tl1at UFOs
have existed all tllis time. Religion will go
out of ti1e window, govemments will have a
hard tin1e, people will loose faith in them.
Many people will conunit suicide, its going
to be a hard time.
MW: Wl1at about mind control and
sublinlinal messaging?
BT: Everyone should have tl1e means to
check tllis out, particularly witl1 television. I
really believe tl1at tl1ere are sublinlinal
messages being put through the television.
Once when I was playing back a video of a
progrmn I had recorded when the video
seemed to go out of sync, m1d I saw in1ages
which didn't appear when tl1e video played
properly. W11en I tried to replicate the
problem I couldn't do it. Many years ago in
tllis area we had a message come Uuough
on our televisions wllich wiped everytlling
else out. It was from someone who had an
Arabic like name who claimed he was from
!l.l10tl1er plm1et.
He said he was here to put the record
straight. He ended by saying 'They are onto
me now m1d I must go, I !l.lllleaving you
now'.
MW: Wl1at a lot of people don't know about

MW: It' s not ti1e sort of
tiling that the man in tl1e
street would be able to
replicate, but what about tl1e
military? Do you think there
may be secret developments
wllich may be responsible?
BT: We all know that the
Military must be developing
secret teclmology that is
ahead of current teclmology.
MW: If tl1e military had a
secret weapon tl1at happened
to make such pattems in
com fields tl1en tl1ey
wouldn't want to operate it
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that is that those transmissions have
happened in a lot of other places, not just
here. Apparently they happened all over the
world and the news hasn't got out tl1at it
actually happened.
BT: The moral was about the evils of
money. Eventually the message faded out
and the nonnal signal came back. My father
who was an electronics engineer said that it
had to be a powerful transmitter to knock
that out.
MW: It has recently been reported that
minds can be controlled not just with words
but with symbols. Earlier you were talking
about pictures and symbols acting as keys to
unlock telepathic abilities that are laying
dornmnt. Has any work been done to
decipher the messages of the circles, or do
any of these symbols affect peoples ability
to use telepathy and mental powers?
BT: I don't know. Quite honestly I don't
know. There are lots of experiments going
on in that particular area by particular
individuals.
MW: Many different researchers have their
own opinion about what the message is.
Some of these opinions conflict. If there is a
genuine message that no one has managed
to decode yet, what would that message be?
And if it is extraterrestrial, what are they
trying to tell us? And if its from a terrestrial
source such as the military, then what
would they be telling us?
BT: Until we actually find out what's
behind tllis then its terribly difficult to say.
It could upset tl1e human race to such a
degree that many fanatical people and
deeply religious people could become
unstable. It could cause great conflict of
interest between people. That's what I think
has got to change. We have to accept
everyone as equals. All over the world
we' re all the Sallle. We all came from one
source originally. Perhaps we're all being
drawn back to the past.
MW: Why do you think its happening now?
BT: It' s time for a change.
MW: While crop circles have been recorded
all.over the world, tl1ey seem to be
concentrated in the Wiltshire I Hampsllire
area. Why do you think that is?
BT: Tins area is an archaeological dream.
Tins particular area is one of the most
ancient parts of the world. It has had human
beings on it for thousands and thousands of
years. TI1ere's so much pre-history here.
That could be the reason why it happens a
lot here. If you are being controlled by

somebody, the hwnan race has a habit of
kicking back. When you can't take it
anymore you have a tendency to move on.
When there weren' t many people in the
world then that was easy. But maybe they
were being controlled by extra terrestrials.
Maybe fue Earth has always been
controlled.
MW: What about fue so called 'nnssing
link' and fue end of the dinosaurs?
BT: Research from America seems to be
suggesting that many dinosaur species
lived in social groups like fannlies. Even
that females in some species developed
highly maternal instincts. Eventually fuere
was some kind of enviromnental disaster
winch wiped them out in a very short
time. Maybe extra terrestrials were
involved in the development of the
mmmnals.

BT: In fue 1960s the American government
passed an act which allows fuem to close all
fue banks in America and seize all assets.
MW: There is a similar ti1ing in ti1e UK
under war plans, where in a state of
emergency everytlling which is privately
owned becomes property of ti1e state,
including people.
BT: They apparently carried out atl
experiment in New York, where all fue
banks in Manhattan were closed down, to
see how people would react. I've recently
been told about a secret base in America
winch has giant hangers storing millions of
pairs of hm1dcuffs. Why?
MW: Finally, do you fuink fuat the
govermnents know a lot more about crop
circles ti1an they are telling us?

MW: TI1ey may have been developing
elsewhere in the solar system. For
example the Moon or Mars?
BT: TI1ere are some things on fue moon
which we don't seem to be able to
explain. It is my belief that extra
terrestrials have been in control of the
Earth for mm1y years but left us to our
own devices when we reaches a certain
stage.
MW: I personally subscribe to a sinlllar
view. Do you fuink that officialdom may
have also come up with a sinnlar view?
Do you think there' s a cover up, possibly
including crop circles as well?
BT: TI1e word ' cover up' conjures up all
sorts of problems. What I'm saying is fuat
they would withhold the truth for all sorts
of political reasons. If the Church told the
truth then it would
loose its grip on
society. It also
owns a lot of land
throughout the
world. Once their
society crumbles
fuen government
becomes unstable.
Once fuis happens
then we have
anarchy. So is it a
good thing that they
are doing to
maintain stability,
or is it a bad thing?
MW: Some people
suggest that the
fears of people
rioting and going
crazy because of

earth shattering revelations is nnsplaced?
Do you tinnk fuat fuere's any evidence of
fuese things happernng?

BT: TI1ey most probably know what's
causing it and where it's leading to. TI1ey
have to deny it of course. If fuey didn' t it
would lead to inm1ense problems. We
haven't experienced anarchy for a long
time, but look at fue horror and damage fuat
riots have caused in the recent years.
Imagine what would happen if the millions
of unemployed suddenly rose up. Where
would it get us? The state would have to
have more powers to restrict us. Tilings
would only get worse.

[Anybody who wishes to contact Busty
can do so through the magazine or by
writing to him at 52 Appletree Grove,
Andover, Hants. UK SPlO 3RG. -ED]

Willimns
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functions, such as critical path a11alysis, and
more esoteric functions, such as public
relations a11d R&D.

.\.e~\n~ ''On Tap"
\

WHAT IS
CONTROLLED
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+ Controlled remote
viewing is the structured,
scientific use of natural
human potential for the
acquisition of no-nonsense,
real-world infonnation without
being dependent on
+ The nonnal five senses
+ Help or infom1ation from
other people
+ Logical deductions
+ "Equipment" such as
photographs, electronics or other
devices (in remote viewing, the
person is the equipment)
Controlled remote viewing
provides the acquisition of
information when there are no other
methods for doing so.

C

0

Controlled Remote Viewing (CRY) began in
the late 1970's when a natural psychic, h1go
Swmm, !l.lld several other members of the
Americm1 Society for Parapsychological
Research (ASPR) decided to solve one of
the oldest and hardest problems of psychic
functioning: the fact that it is neither
controllable, reliable, nor repeatable on
conunand.
The problem is not that a person ca~mot be
psychic. l11e problem is that the perceptual
infommtion is buried deeply in the mind,
and often gets lost in the process of
"bringing it out". ill fact, the more one tries
to bring it out, the more the process gets in
the way, and the less gets out. What to do?
l11e then fields of psychology, physiology,
and the then newly emerging fields of
psychophysiology, and other mind/body
fields had already developed methods for
enha11cing awareness of what goes on in the
subconscious mind. illdeed, this is one of the
major purposes ofh1go Swarm psychology.
It was actually the newly emerging field of
psychophysiology which rendered the key to
the solution. When there is a thought,
feeling, or emotion, no matter how deeply
buried, it appears to have some physical

counl<•prut. Thi' ;, "" ono ""''' upon
which the whole study of "body language"
has been built.

The physical reactions range from the
broader, more overt expressions, such as
smiling when one is happy a11d frowning
when one is sad. More subtle still are the
"autonomic reactions", which are
controlled by the body's autonomic
nervous system. These are such things as
blushing when you are embarrassed, your
heart beating faster when you are excited,
etc. Beyond this level, tl1ere are much
more subtle reactions.
More recently, it has been discovered by
tl1e psycho physiologists that people even
store some memories in parts of their
bodies, rather tha11 in their minds.
Message therapists have long known that
when tl1ere is a mental or emotional
problem, certain muscles react by
tightening, aching, or by refusing to
perform their normal activities. They have
also often seen that massaging, say, a
person's shoulder will not only bring out
the surface reaction of smiling with relief,
a11d the autonomic reaction of muscle
relaxation, but Call also often bring visual
or auditory itnages to that person's mind
-memories long forgotten.
APPLICATIONS FOR REMOTE
VIEWING:

A Controlled Remote Viewer can access
and describe places and events so
inaccessible or so hostile that no other
form of data collection is possible.
A Controlled Remote Viewer can provide
a11 eye witness account to a event (crime,
one-time event, or short-lived phenomena)
for which there were no witnesses. l11e
tasked person, place, or event may be
hundreds of miles dista11t, or years into the
past or future.
He/she ca11 see into the huma11 body to aid
in a medical diagnosis.
He/she ca11 perceive meanings, origins and
itnplications beyond the obvious. A
Controlled Remote Viewer is thereby a
valuable tool for greater and more accurate
development of concepts, plans, and longra11ge ventures, both it1 established

A Controlled Remote Viewer can peer
below tl1e surface of tl1e eartl1 or sea to aid
in the search for the location of otl1erwise
hidden a11d undetectable things. Controlled
Remote Viewers have proven themselves
valuable in the search for archaeological
artefacts, sunken ships, oil, water, and other
natural resources.
ill the most extreme exa~nple, a Controlled
Remote Viewer can enter a guarded
building, pass beyond bolted doors, a11d
search locked file cabinets to read papers no
one is supposed to see ... all witl10ut tripping
alanns, being spotted by guards or dogs, or
beit1g featured on closed-circuit TV. The
viewer ca11 tl1en report back witl10ut leaving
a sit1gle trace tlmt security has been
compromised in a11y way. (NOTE: although
remote viewit1g has been used for it1dustrial
and other fonns of espionage it is not PSI's
policy to get itwolved in such ventures.)

A Controlled Remote Viewer can look
beyond the obvious to identify the real
problems and their causes, predict tl1e best
solutions from a~nong the many available,
and define itmovative paths for future
advancement. Where other methods conflict
and fail, a Controlled Remote Viewer can
help find the truth.
Projections of itnpact and receptiveness to
social I economic I public relations
plannitlg.
Reduction of unforeseen "surprise"
elements to provide optimal success in
future planning.
"Best path" projections for business or
personal development.
Controlled Remote Viewing (CRY) is a
controlled set of physical/mental protocols
which allow a person to bring something
which lies hidden within the subconscious
mind to the surface, and objectify it. The
protocols not only take care of the processes
of fmding the hidden thoughts /emotions
/etc., a11d bringing them to the surface, but
also tl1e process of keeping them "clean" of
pollution from tl1e in1agination, and from
emotions, desires, fears, and other
conta~nit1a11ts which lie closer to the surface
of a person's conscious awareness, and
which would tend to "colour" them
incorrectly.
HOW DOES CRV RELATE TO BEING
"PSYCHIC"?
CRY is a set of psychological and
psychophysical protocols designed to allow
a structured method for brit1git1g itlfommtion
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from the subconscious mind to conscious
awareness. The protocols also provide
methods for preventing contamination of
those perceptions/emotions/feelings/etc. by
the conscious-level memories, fears, desires,
imagination, and logical t110ught.
CRY relates to "being psycluc" only in that it
provides an excellent methodology for getting
"psychic" information from t11e subconscious
to the conscious, where it can be objectified,
eitl1er verbally or in writing.
The fact that the protocols are designed
to prevent contamination of thought
make
CRY training ideal for
consultants,
psychotherapists,
interviewers, and psychiatrists to keep
their interviewing pure of personal
There is presently a
· tric community
to -

stone structure of some kind that I could see

HOW DOES CRV RELATE TO OUT OF out of the comer of my eye. I was just turning
BODY EXPERIENCES?
to see what it was when the realisation struck
me that tlus was crazy. I wasn't supposed to
I've had OOBEs and I've wondered if it is tl1e be here. The shock of tl1e realisation snapped
same tiling?
me out of it, and I turned my head back
forward to see tl1e m01utor (who had seen tl1is
No. I attended the Monroe Institute Gateway sort of tlling before) chuckling at me from
course the summer before I first started across tl1e table. Although I hadn't known it at
learning CRV. I had an OOBE there, and can tl1e time, the target site was the pyranuds on
tell you from experience tl1at tl1ey are totally Mars. To tllis day, every time I see a picture of
different. There is a phenomenon wluch the Martian landscape, I get the feeling,
occurs for very advanced CRYers called "Been tl1ere - done it."
"Perfect Site Integration" (PSI)*. You are
working on your session, writing down your Ingo Swallil calls tl1is "hi-location", but tl1at
perceptions, and you look up from tl1e table to has since been denigrated by others to mean
find yourself actually at tl1e site. You can see, nothing more tlum t11e process of perceiving a
hear, smell, taste, etc. just as tl10ugh you were site separate from your own location. You will
actually there. It is absolutely amazing. Even hear others speak of "hi-location" as the
tl1at, tl1ough, is not tl1e same as an OOBE. In metl1od by which CRY works. While it does
give a name to tl1e process, it still doesn't
mind separates from
explain how it works. It does, however,
goes to the
:=:=~~·,u•~·""" to me tl1at the may have never had
experience of
"hi-location", wluch is what I have
calling "Perfect Site Integration" perfectly attuned to the
\
. ve had that experience, you
··
less is just sitting at a
things.
inhiriii'i<i\~,,.,.~

on Nightline said that 15%
were startling in their
for tl1e most part the rest of
were not especially helpful tl1e government to
What kind of
J.VJ;l;!:::~•wc•o;;ul" achieve ? - P .H.
't made clear policy of not
hard - is that
ALL data

viewer
the target.
with, "What
be of getting tl1e
job?". Not so witl1 a CRYer. You would task
that question to a CRYer by writing it on a
sheet of paper as a question, giving t11at
question a specific number, say, "95121201",
and tl1en asking tl1e CRYer, "What is the
answer to question number 95121201?" The
CRYer is forced to answer on a purely psycluc
level. Any infom1ation otl1er tlum tl1at starts
tl1e viewer's imagination, emotions, etc., and
produces "STRAY CATs" wluch can totally
ruin a CRY session.
So the CRY process is NOT THE SAME AS
BEING PSYCHIC. The relationslup of CRY
to "being psychic" is that the CRY process
and protocols allow a trained person to access
that part of his/her nund wluch IS psychic,
and to do so on a dependable, repeatable
basis.

normal senses.
into
reality and begins to perceive it as tl1e only
reality. As a result, botl1 the nlind and tl1e
brain perceive the site. The clarity is
phenomenal.
The first time tl1is happened to me was during
a practice session -and I was totally
unprepared for it to happen. The monitor
asked me sometlung, and I looked up at lum.
Suddenly, the monitor, the room around me,
tl1e table where I was sitting, and everytlling I
knew to be my surroundings were gone, and I
found myself standing in a very cold,
mlinhabited place witl1 a sharp bite to the tllin
air. I looked out and saw an expanse of rocky
sand with the sun low to the horizon and tl1e
sky much darker than it should have been.
There was sometlling large behind me - a

A lot of CRY data which approaches total
accuracy is still stuff tl1at's already known, or
not important to tl1e person doing tl1e tasking.
Everyone might be amazed at its accuracy, but
still be completely underwhelmed at its
usefulness. When that happens, even totally
exact infonnation doesn't get included in the
"startling in its exactness" category. In fact, it
gets ignored.
Another thing which has been glossed over, so
as to not make people tl1ink too much, is tl1at,
like anytl1ing else, evaluations are made by
people. Dr. Edwin C. May says 15% of CRY
data is "startling in its exactness". Ed Dames
of Psi Tech says tl1at I 00% of a viewer's work
is absolutely "accurate". During my time of
working tl1e CRY database, I was asked to
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tum up nmnbers for accuracy, reliability,
exactness, usefulness, and 10 or 20 other
criteria. The figures - according to database
nmnbers - came up different every time,
because of the criteria the person was
looking for.
At one time, we were to make a presentation
of CRY's accuracy to congress, so the
director told me to go over all the sessions for
the previous 6 months and pull out every
REPORTED
perception
(not
every
perception in the session transcript, but only
those which got into the final reports) and
evaluate them according to the feedback on
the session's target. First of all, we went
through every session and pulled out
everything except practice sessions. For one
thing, many of the non-practice sessions were
still waiting for feedback, and for another
thing, the non-practice sessions were
classified and could not be presented, should
anyone ask for hard-copy evidence of our Dr.
Edwin C. May3 figures.
Then, because there had been someone in the
office who had, on his own, tasked us with a
lot of practice targets for which there was no
feedback (unrecorded events in history,
emotional profiling of certain people, UFOs,
etc.), those target sessions were pulled. We
then pulled all those which had been merely
for practice in some minor aspect of the CRV
structure, so for which no final report was
written. The remaining practice sessions
were ones for which there was
1) a session transcript,
2) a session report, and
3) a copy of the magazine picture or news
article which had been the target of the
session.
We then painstakingly went through every
word of the smnmary reports and evaluated
them very strictly against tl1e feedback
picture or article, with 3 categories: correct,
incorrect, or "can't tell from tl1e feedback".
We threw out all of the "can't tells" and
came up with a "score" on what was left.
Of the impressions which 1) were included
in the FINAL reports of fue sessions and 2)
could be judged from the feedback, we had a
72% correct accuracy rate. 1l1e director
looked at the results, which had taken us
over 2 weeks to compile, and said that he
didn't want to report anything that high to
Congress, because they would tl1en expect us
to always perfonn at that level, so he ordered
me to sit there and randomly change numbers
on the spreadsheet until the total line said
24%. 1l1at is what got reported to Congress.
Even still, the accuracy rate of 72% was true
only for targets for which there was
inmlediate feedback in the fonn of a picture
or written article. To state that it implied the
same accuracy rate for "real world" targets,

some of which would never have feedback,
and some of which were in future time,
and some of which were only targeted
"what if' suppositions, etc., would be
foolish and unscientific.
And that is only considering tl1e munbers
devised using THAT judging criteria. Dr.
Ed May uses another set of judging
criteria, altogether. In fact, his group, the
Cognitive Sciences Laboratory, uses three.
In one, he has a viewer do a session on a
picture-feedback target, tllen takes the
session transcript or report and shows it to
several people. Along with it, he shows
them five pictures, and has them pick out
which picture is the target, judging by the
viewer's description. CHANCE rate of any
one impartial judge picking the correct
picture is 20%.
A viewer's ability rating is then judged not
by the accuracy of any set of impressions,
but by percentage above or below 20%.
Am I saying that this is a bad rating
method? Absolutely not. It is a VERY
GOOD viewing method, and scientific in
its approach. I am just saying that it
measures CRV using a different yardstick
tl1an my rating system, than SRI's rating
system, than Ingo Swann's rating system,
etc. It is especially very much different
from the Intelligence cmmnunity's rating
system, where "accuracy" is not nearly as
much a consideration as usefulness. Each
rating system will report that tl1ey are
rating CRY's "accuracy", "reliability",
etc., and each will turn up a completely
different set of numbers. In fact, the three
different methods used by the CSL, all Dr.
Ed MayS of which are scientifically valid,
will turn up different accuracy ratings for
the same set of sessions. In short summary,
m1til you find out what's behind the
numbers, they don't mean a tl1ing.
My method of "scoring" is databaseoriented and probably um1ecessarily
complex. But to answer your question-if
I oversimplify it as grossly
I
oversimplified Dr. May's, my students
normally
have
an
INDIVIDUAL
AVERAGE PURITY score of between
70%-95% "accuracy" on a consistent
basis, depending on the individual student.
The OVERALL AVERAGE of all the
students is running slightly over 80%.

* - Certain

paths of personal logic have
led Mr. Dames to that conclusion rather
than hard data analytic means. For a
more complete understanding of his
scoring, the reader would have to contact
him, personally.
LEARNING CRV

In 12 years of performing CRY for psychic
work, and 10 years of teaching it, I have not
found anyone who cannot learn it, and
perform "psychically" as well as, usually
better fuan tl1e best "psychics" I have met.
The protocols are sin1ple, yet their use can
become very subtle and complex wifu certain
targets and in certain situations.
There are, however, two types of people who
normally make poor students of the process:
1l1e person who fears anything or different or
believes tl1at anytl1ing out of tl1e ordinary is
"of the devil". This is a self-solving problem,
because that kind of person doesn't usually
want to be a student of tl1e process, anyway.
The person who has been practising psychic
work for years, has settled comfortably into
his/her own methods, and is very satisfied
with his/her results. This type of person often
wants to take tl1e training in order to further
enlmnce his/her abilities and to improve
results. However, the CRY methodology is
rarely as comfortable to them as the old
ways, and even the process of learning the
protocols is very disturbing. For one reason,
tl1ey have to m1leam bad habits along with
learning good ones. In the end, fuese people
usually abandon the CRY process, watch
their results go back to their past lower level,
and are now worse off than before, knowing
tl1at they could do better, but just don't want
to. I usually counsel people who are longpractising psychics with tl1e old advice, "If it
ain't broke, don't fix it."
The Remote Viewing Home Page is a service
of Problems I Solutions I limovations, 1005
Bosse Drive, Mechanicsville, MD 20659
Tel:(301)884-5856 lli1temet:
rviewer@atc.ameritel.net.
[The writiters and employees of the
company would like to hear from you with
any comments and suggestions you may
have. Any information on Remote Viewing
from the United States is greatly needed,
so if you do get in touch please lte me
know. Thanks -Ed]

~

Rainbows End
Books, Complimentary Art,
Gifts and much much more.
21 Ynysmeurlg Road
Abercynon
Mid Glamorgan
CF45 4YS
Tei(01443)742417

A meeting place for healers and
people interested In all things spiritual.
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HUDSON VALLEY
UFO ENCOUNTERS
This abduction in the Hudson Valley
area of New York, is unique in that it
describes the use, by the aliens, of a force
field in the home, along with a special
hand held tool that gives off a green light,
which enables them to open up the field
and pass through. It also contains a
description of a classic case of a nose
implant, and also the involvement of
members of a family.
By. Philip J. Imbrogno
Over the past five years the New York,
New Jersey and Connecticut area have been
the scene of a massive number of UFO
sightings. The numbers of reports are so
great that I believe this area has the highest
number of raw UFO sighting reports in the
entire world. TI1ese reports are documented
in my book Night Siege The Hudson Valley
Ufo Sights which I co-authored with the late
Dr. J. Allen Hynek and Mr. Bob Pratt.
I have been asked over the years by
many UFO researchers if there have been
any close encounter-abduction type cases in
the Hudson Valley. My answer to most was
no. Only to few did I admit that there were
abduction cases and plenty of them. TI1is
denial of such cases was at the request of
Dr. Hynek since he wanted Night Siege to
be a documentation of the many UFO
reports in the Hudson Valley. D. Hynek also
wanted to keep these cases quiet until we
had more data about the sightings in the
area.

With so many reports over the years
and with the sighting still continuing it
was only a matter of time before the
growing nun1ber of Abduction cases in the
Hudson Valley had to be dealt with.

to Gail seemed to have a problem getting
into tl1e room. It was as if some type of
invisible shield was blocking his way. He
lifted up his hand and pressed tl1em against
the invisible shield.

To this date I have been contacted by
at least 75 people who feel as if they had
more than a sighting. Of the 75 there are
25 that would be suitable for further study.
Of these twenty five ten come from
professional backgrounds. All do not want
any type of publicity. I will explore two of
these cases in this article. At the witnesses
request, I have changed their nan1es to
protect them. I would also like to infom1
the reader that Whitley Strieber, autl10r of
the best selling book Communion
experiences took place in the Hudson
Valley area. Since the publication of his
book many people have come forward witl1
incredible stories, people who would
otl1erwise would have kept silent.

TI1e leader tl1en took some type of rod
out from a side pocket and twned the bottom
of it. TI1e rod tl1en glowed witl1 a green light
and he passed it over the doorway area.
TI1ey fuen walked into the room without any
effort. As they entered tl1e room still in a
single file she noticed fuat tl1ey had large
heads and eyes tl1at looked like a cats which
wrapped arow1d tl1eir heads. She never
heard tl1em talk but heard all kinds on
buzzing noises in her head when fue leader
conunwlicated witl1 fue ofuers.

On July 2 1987 I received a call from a
36 year old woman from Toms River New
Jersey who I shall call Gail. Gail was very
troubled on tl1e phone and insisted that she
talk to me about a UFO related experience
that she had. During tl1e last part of June
( 1987) as she was lying down on her bed,
she felt some what uneasy as if someone
was watching her. The time was Ten PM.
She tl1en heard a voice say" We have come
for you.. You will not be hurt." She then
realised tl1at her entire body was paralysed
and that she could only move her eyes.
Gail was lying on her back and noticed
tl1at three beings stood in the doorway to
her bedroom. She was alone in tl1e house
at the tin1e, but does live there with her
seventeen year old daughter who was away
visiting her fatl1er in Croton Falls N.Y.
Gail is divorced.
11rree beings were dressed in
sometlling tl1at looked like tightly fitting
jwnp-suits and stood in a single row, one
behind tl1e other. The light in the hall was
dim, and she could not see their features.
She noticed tl1ey were about five feet tall
witl1 very long arms. The leader, according

Gail tried to scream but could not, she
could only move her eyes. TI1e leader placed
himself on her right side and then one of
fuem went to the foot of tl1e bed and fue
other on the left side of fue bed. TI1e beings
on each side of her tl1en placed fueir hands
w1der her head and raised it up. She fuen
noticed fuat tl1e one on her left took a tube of
what like a narrow roll of white cotton and
started pushing it up her left nostril. At that
moment she felt extreme pain in her head
and then started to lose consciousness. She
felt as if she was falling from a great height,
then she does not remember anymore.
The next tl1ing she recalls is waking up
at 8an1 witl1 a very bad headache. As she
walked to the bathroom her nose (both
nostrils started to bleed. She felt as if
something was stuck up her nose, but
nothing was fuere. She looked in the
batlrroom mirror and noticed her nose was
swollen and puffy. She noticed a rash on her
neck, legs and slightly on her arms.
She had hoped fuat the experience from
fuat last night was a dream and tried to
block it out of her head. When her daughter
arrived home tlmt night she told her about
what happened. Gail told me tl1at before she
even finished witl1 her story her daughter
started shaking and then told her that on tl1e
same night, about fue same time she and her
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father were followed by a UFO on route 116
near Croton Falls New York. She described
to her mother a large dark craft triangular in
shape that paced the car for five minutes
above tree top level.
I found this report very interesting since
Croton falls is near the border of
Westchester and Putnam Counties in New
York and that lonely route has been the site
of more than one Close Encounter over the
past five years. I also fmmd it interesting
that both mother and daughter had a
experience with the paranom1al at the same
tin1e.
There is more to tilis case ti1ru1 meets the
eye. The daughter and father ~~mmg
according to my findings may
have had as much as thirty
minutes nlissing time. If this is
so and if both were abducted
then the experience happened to
fati1er, mother and daughter at
the same time!.

The second case I would like to cover
took place on July 19th 1984 during fue
peak of activity in ti1e Hudson Valley. the
sighting involved a Close Encow1ter,
Missing time and abduction. If tilis was a
real experience ti1en ti1e in1plications are
fantastic. ill all ti1e cases ti1at I chose to
study all ti1e witnesses related ti1e truth, or
what they ti10ught was the truth. There is
no doubt in my mind that ti1eir stories are
not hoaxes since none would have notiling
to gain by going public with their
experiences.
Bill (as we shall refer to llim) is a
tilirty two year old computer progrrunmer

He ti1en tumed off ti1e route 52 exit near
Stom1ville New York and began travelling
north. The time now was close to eleven PM
and the roads were quite desolate. He can1e
to a clearing where there was a large field
ru1d noticed a large dark mass sitting in the
field about 200 yards from the road. At first
he thought ti1at it was a new home, but ti1en
he knew there was no house ti1ere since he
went tilis way just last night ru1d ti1e field
was empty. As a matter of fact Bill drove
this way home ru1d passed the field every
night and never saw a house ti1ere.
Bill slowed down the car
"This thing was huge and
dark", he said. The strru1ge
tiling was it was almost ti1e
srune shape as a big bam, but it
seemed more tapered toward
the sides ru1d very smooth. As
he watched, the dark object
rose into the air without a
sound . This really upset Bill
since he was ti1e only car on the
road. The object then rose
lligher ru1d higher. All that Bill
could see was the dark mass
slowly rising into ti1e air. It was
now about twice as high as the
trees ru1d it moved slowly
towards Bill who w as still in
ti1e car. Bills radio ti1en started
to sound "fwmy" he said ti1at
the music on the radio sounded
like a tape recorder wifu very
low batteries.

Gail's rash ru1d headaches
continued for a few days then
disappeared. I plan to have Gail
undergo hypnosis in fue near
by
a
certified
future
psychologist. The story does not
end here. Several weeks latter I
received a call from Gail telling
me ti1at it happened again. She
said "Those creatures crune back
ti1e same time and they did the
srune thing". She continued: "It
was as if I was watching a movie
of the first time ti1ey came, they
did exactly the same thing.
h1cluding having trouble getting
into the doorway to the bedroom.
My daughter was once again
away visiting her fati1er."
This case is still under study,
but initial fmdings indicate that
both Gail and her daughter may have a
history of interactions witi1 ti1e intelligence
bellind the UFO phenomenon.
(This
document is continued, witi1 ru1other case, in
ABDUCT2.UFO) [Editors note: This
abduction describes the use of ru1 instrument
to find what is preswnably an implru1t. Its
use right on the subjects head, suggests they
might need to be that close to detect it. The
aliens say ti1ey come from a place that is
ugly compared to Earth, ru1d that they would
like to live here but cru1't. They say they will
see the abudctee again. They also reveal that
ti1ey know timt our govemment will attempt
to keep the UFOs secret. A UFO hotiine
nwnber 1(914)739-6830is given, which is
still in operation as of 9/4/88, with an
ru1swering machine to receive reports; and
also a PO Box nwnber for Pili! hnbrogno.]

guys from Stonnville flying ti10se planes
faking a UFO" He ti1en drove on listening to
his radio.

for a major scientific-engineering
corporation ti1at helped design ti1e major
components for ti1e new NASA Hubble
space telescope. On July 19th 1984, at
about ten-thirty PM, Bill was leaving work
and heading west on Highway I-84. As he
approached the Taconic Parkway ran1p in
Dutchess cow1ty New York he noticed a
very bright almost circular object off to the
north. The object seemed to be just sitting
there in ti1e sky and ti1e lights were very
bright white. As he watched the object it
begru1 to move and it was at ti1at time he
noticed a dark mass behind it which
blocked out the brighter light-polluted
night sky. He continued to drive on 84 and
soon lost sight of the object. He ti1en
brushed ti1e entire incident off Ius mind
ru1d ti1ought, "Oh it must have been ti10se

Bill put the car into gear
and sped away from ti1e object.
His heart was racing as he
drove up the road at about fifty
nliles and hour. Bill ti1en lost
sight of the object ru1d
continued to drive at a slower rate of speed.
After several minutes he notice d a glow up
ahead over a hill. As he approached the crest
of the hill ti1ere the object was! It was about
300 feet above ti1e trees and was all lit up
with rows of white ru1d yellow lights. He
ti1en stopped his car and turned off ti1e
engine and ti1e lights. He was hoping ti1at
who ever was in ti1e tiling would not see
him. TI1e object then turned off its lights
and he could see tilis huge dark mass slowly
drifting toward llin1. The object passed right
over his car, he could now see its shape, it
was triru1gular. Bill told me, "I don't want to
make light of tilis, but ti1e ship looked like
one of the destroyers in Star Wars" TI1e
underside was the srune shape, although I
did not see ti1e top.
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The object passed over Bill, as he
looked up he saw circular areas undemeath
the UFO. TI1ese circular areas seemed to be
like turmels leading into the object. Inside
these circular turmels there was a white
flashing, similar to the flashing of a white
strobe light (we had several reports of this
white flashing effect from past CE cases in
the Hudson Valley, also the circular areas
have been reported numerous times before).
Bill told me there was no sound. He
estimated its size to be at least 300 feet from
end to end.
TI1en something strange took place. TI1e
last thing Bill remembers is watching it go
over his car, he did not see it leave. TI1e next
tiling he knows he is at the bottom of tl1e lull
600 feet from the position he was when tl1e
UFO passed over his parked car. TI1e object
itself was gone. He was not sure what time
it was when he watched tl1e object passed
over his car, but he feels it was most likely
about eleven-tlli.rty PM. TI1e time was now
twelve -fifteen. He started llis drive home
upset and witl1 a very stiff neck.
When he arrived home he told his wife
about llis sighting. She was worried to begin
with since he was almost and hour late. TI1at
night Bill woke up yelling in tl1e tli.ght
"saying get away from me!" His wife said
tl1at the nightmares continued for a while at
least twice a week . Bill told to me tl1at the
he was not sure of what the nightmare was,
but he knew something was after him. As
time went on Bill was afraid to drive at
night alone. He even had to insist to llis boss
not to put llim on the evening or night shift
at his job. Finally Bill wanted to find out
more since the experience of tl1e UFO and
the fearful dreams tonnented him. It wasn't
until 1987 that Bill contacted me and told
me his story. Bill Had seen Budd Hopkins
(auti10r of the book INTRUDERS) on a
number of shows and asked me if would be
possible for llim to be hypnotised. Hearing
Budd on TV talk about tl1e abductions made
llim fearful and he wanted to make sure that
ti1is did not happen to him. I arranged to
have Bill meet with a certified psychologist
tlmt I occasionally use to perfonn hypnosis.
The following is a brief transcript of Bills
encounter under hypnosis. He first related
seeing the object on 84 and then the object
in tl1e field an then in the sky over the lull,
it is then ti1at llis voice become s fearful.

feel strange like I am floating in the air, its
all dark. I am now on this table and tl1ese
guys are all arow1d me, six of them. Two
are at my head and two on ti1e sides (two
on each side). My legs and anus are like
dead weights I can' t move them.
Bill is then asked to describe them:
"l11ese guys are small, large heads with
round eyes, tl1e eyes are all black I can see
no pupils in ti1em, tl1ey renlind me of
sharks eyes. TI1ey are dressed in some type
of black and white skin type suits. I can't
see their hands. l11e one at my head is
moving so me type of device that looks
like a portable car vacuwn cleaner up and
down the left side of my head. It vibrates
my entire head, it feels like a drill going
through my head ... STOP! it hurts .. He
tells me that tl1ey are looking for
something and found it.
I now can feel my legs and arms tl1ey
are allowing me to get up. They are very
small only up to ti1e bottom part of my
chest (Bill is six foot one inch) TI1e others
are now over some type of panel. Two of
them are leading me by the arms. I asked
tl1em where they were from. The one on
my right leading said "We are from here"
I didn't understand the answer. I asked
him iftl1ey plmmed to let me go. he replied
"Yes but we will see you again" He told
me that they need us because they have
trouble living in our world. He said they
come from a place which is very ugly when
compared to our world and they would
rather live here, but can' t. I told hin1 that I
would remember and tell every one about
ti1is. He said I would remember in tin1e but
there are forces in your own(?) which will
stop you from telling m1yone about this
experience." Bill tl1en found llimself back
in the car. Bill now recalls every aspect of
the experience. It was a very real
experience to him.

l11ere are about a dozen otl1er cases
sinli.lar to Bill' s m1d Gail's. In ti1e Hudson
Valley area. Can all of tl1ese people who
have had UFO abductions atld sightings in
this part of the country be experiencing
some type of mass hysteria? I don't think so.
TI1e evidence indicates that ti1ere is some
type of non-hun1an intelligence at work. If
the case histories of the total experiences are
true tl1en we all better work together to get
to the bottom of this.
h1 1987 Peter Gersten a Peekskill New
York attorney put together a new
orgmlisation called CONTACT. Peter who
is known for his work in obtaining UFO
related documents from govemment
agencies orgmli.sed CONTACT in response
to tl1e great number of Close Encounter
cases in ti1e New York area. Peter had some
of the top UFologist flown in from all over
the cow1try to meet at llis Peekskill home.
Among them were Tracy Tonne, Budd
Hopkins, Jim McCampbell m1d tilis author.
On September 27 CONTACT orgmli.sed a
free UFO public conference in Brewster
New York. TI1e theme of ti1e conference was
to explore tl1e abduction phenomena and ti1e
possibility tl1at some people have been in
contact with a non-human intelligence.
Speakers at the conference included Jolm
Keel, Whitley Strieber and Budd Hopkins.
Over 900 people attended the 12 hour
conference and 200 filled out fonns who felt
they had a contact experience.
TI1en during the first several monti1s of
1988 Peter Gersten dissolved CONTACT
atld as of ti1e date of this publication
CONTACT is no longer in existence. The
reasons for tl1is are not clear but Peter still
maintains a UFO Hotline where callers can
get up to date information about UFO
sightings. TI1e caller can also leave their
nmne and report tl1eir own sighting on a
tape. The UFO hotline nwnber is 914-7396830.

Bill" I see it now its iliat thing! Its
conling in my direction!. I am going to tum
off my car lights. maybe tl1en wont see me
and go away. Its huge ...... Oh my God what is
it!. TI1ere's someone standing in tl1e road he
is now walking toward ti1e car. Who are
you!. ..... He's saying sometlling to me "don't
be fearful we need you ... you have been
selected". Selected for what, get away!. I
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EXPERIMENTAL WEAPON

mind of the general public so much so that mm1y
people are now making
the UFO
their way into
consciousness. Individuals
are contacting research
groups, reading UFO books
old m1d new (sales of UFO
related books have shot up
by over 30% as of October
20th, 1995 in the United
States alone) and avidly
throwing themselves into
their own personal research
projects in response to the
looming
possibilities
presented by the Roswell
footage enigma.
WHAT CAN ALL TillS
MEAN?

n light of recent events that have
brought about changes in the public
awareness of the UFO research
field, most prominent being the
emergence of the alleged Roswell footage, I
feel that it is high time that UFO research
groups and independent researchers alike
re-evaluate their position within the growing
and ever more fashionable UFO movement.
I do not think that I would be far off the
mark if I said that most researchers are
screaming out for more publicity and
cooperation where potential research areas
are concerned.

I

ECCENTRIC MADMAN

No longer is the UFO researcher
confmed to the stereotypical picture of an
anorak-clothed, bespectacled and eccentric
madman living for clear night skies, a pair
of binoculars and a flask of hot coffee.
Whether the Roswell footage is genuine or
not, the consequential effect of it being aired
on many main television chmmels worldwide has been to raise questions within the

I have been repeatedly
asked ever since the footage
was aired on South
American television whether or not I
thought it was real. My m1swer has always
been one of indecisiveness. I say that I am
not sure, m1d that I think the only people
who know whether it is genuine or not are
the people who will never talk about it,
high up in govenm1ent or military
positions.
I then conclude with a
statement that more research must be
pumped into the whole UFO field in order
to gain some clarity of view. We are
talking about an event that allegedly
occurred 48 years ago. A grand mnmmt of
water has passed underneath the bridge
since then. After the demise of the
original story with the military statement
that the saucer was in fact a weather
balloon, interest died until the early
eighties when new rumours and alleged
leaked stories from the military started to
hit the UFO research community. There
has been an escalation of interest since
that tin1e, along with new facets and
thrilling clues and mysteries such as the
MJ12 documents and the emergence of
witnesses to the events.

Something did crash into the desert
outside of Roswell, New Mexico. If it was a
craft from another civilization, or a.Jl
experimental weapon, or a Russian probe,
then someone, somewhere, knows the truth.
We, the researchers and general public
unfortunately may never know. One thing
that we all know is that aside from the
Roswell incident, there are many more faces
to the UFO mystery. There are many more
wonders to the hypothesis of extraterrestrial
visitation. As a very ancient Tibetan saying
goes "Wonders are many, yet few are they
who cm1 understand them ... ".
Now is the time for organized research
groups m1d independent researchers to really
present their collected information and
evidence to the general public. The iron
must be struck while it's hot. In my mind
there are two very important reasons for
tlus. The main reason is to create a safety
cushion for the UFO research community,
for iftl1e Roswell footage is suddenly proven
to be notlung more than an elaborate hoax
tl1en tl1e public mustn't be left with a sour
taste and a feeling of embarrassment at
showing any interest. They must have
sometl1ing else to reinforce tl1eir growing
interest. If the footage is proved to be a
fake, the possibility of UFO research
slipping back into the genre of the deluded
in the mind of tl1e great public is very great.
The second reason is simply to build up tl1e
wall of questions. If people wm1t answers,
tl1ey'll try tl1eir hardest to get tl1em, and tl1e
quest for truth has never been more
importa.J1t tl1m1 it is now when so much
corruption is apparent in the governments of
t11e world.The world changes from day to
day, such as all things change. Hopefully,
tl1e Roswell footage, genuine or not can be
the catalyst for a new era of UFO Trutl1
Seeking world wide.
FOOTNOTE

While writing the above article, a
nagging feeling to look through my arcluves
for references to portraits and statues of
strange beings having six fingers on their
hands as does the creature in tl1e Roswell
footage autopsy persuaded me to spend
some time going through my books and
papers. I did indeed fmd some interesting
references. As you may of read in previous
articles I have written, I have a deep interest
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in the Aborigines of Australia, and ti1eir
legends of ti1e Drean1time. The Dreamtime
is an epoch long lost in the mists of tin1e
where once alien gods walked among the
men of the earth. These beings crune down
from ti1e stars ru1d shaped the lands ru1d the
anin1als that were to be the compru1y of
ancient mru1 - which the giants had also
created. Eventually some left for the stars,
while others went into the earth to act as
slumbering guardians promising to return
once more in the future to revive the
Dreruntime.
Tlus legend, while paralleling many

legends from all over the world survives
strongly to tius day witi1 the living native
Aborigines of Australia. In their rock
paintings, hand prints hold a special
ritualistic significance. Hand shadows as
they are called are ti1e signahrres of the
hwnan souls tl1at live on after ti1e passing of
tl1e body and so the hand shadows become
part of tl1e "ancestor cult". Among ti1e cave
paintings of Garnet Glen, Mrum Rru1ges in
Central Australia, ti1ere are those wluch
show six fingered hru1ds. These hands are

included with the symbols of the
Dreruntime - showing in essence that the
possessors of the hands walked the earth
during the Drean1time. In Eucolo Creek of
Pin1ba, Souti1 Australia there are other
symbolic representations of six fmgered
hru1ds.
Australia is not alone in being graced
with this kind of marking. Marcahuasi
Plateau is 4000 metres !ugh and can be
fow1d in mystical Peru. In 1952, one
Dr.Druuel Ruzo discovered a collection of
rock sculptures, one of wluch clearly
showed a hwnan figure standing, its head
covered by a helmet and six
_.,~=--, fingers upon each hand. As
remarkable as it may
sow1d, tius type of rock
sculpture with a helmet
and six fingers on each
hand is not unique, and
models of such can be
.. ,..~-"~ fow1d all over Central ru1d
, ....., _., South America, some
dating back over a
thousand years. Again in
Peru, at Cerro Sechin,
Casma Valley in ti1e north,
there are huge slabs of
stone where there are
carved sinular figures witi1
six fmgered hands. And
lastly and perhaps most
sigtuficantly to the largest
such illustration in the
world, on a steep incline
runong the massive designs
of ti1e drawings of Nazca in Peru can be
found a huge figure witi1... You guessed
it, six fingers on each hand. Well, deduce
what you will. So much investigative
work still waits tobe done with the ancient
mysteries of ti1e world, and when we can
make cmmections between these mysteries
and modem mysteries such as ti1e creahrre
in the Roswell footage, the plot just gets
deeper. That is where the story ends, and
starts again!!!
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Plan~

fake Film
~Y Daryl Smit~
When the Majestic 12 documents
were released to the public, I thought this
was it we finally have absolute proof, but
this was not to be.
Now we have the alleged alien autopsy
footage, and as I step back and look at the
picture of events of the last few months I
can see a pattern that could almost be called
" give them a little take a lot ". I hope to
show that maybe this is all part of a covert
plan of action. I personally feel that there
are good points contained in the autopsy
footage, mainly the quality of the alien and
it's internal organs. TI1is alone is not an
obvious fake and would be very costly to
produce.
However tl1e so called "Debris" footage
is very dubious especially with tl1e wording
" VIDEO TV ". What worries me about the
whole affair is the way in which Ray Santilli
and otl1ers have continuously lied and embellished the truth. The way that the whole
affair was handled is a shambles from start
to finish. More than tl1is, TI1e actions of
some UFO researchers should be looked at
very seriously. I will not mention names, but
tl1ese researchers have in tl1e past and still
are lying, controlling, and deceiving YOU
and ME, and we must ask the question to
what end?
JIGSAW
We must keep an open mind tl1at there
is a possibility tl1e film is genuine, but for
me to be convinced I would need better
evidence. I would like to see an Investigation not by any one UFO organisation but by
a selected group, selected by public poll
organised through all the major UFO publications. A few great researchers pulling
their resources togetl1er could paint a better
picture than tl1e jigsaw presented so far.
There has been a lot of stories making
the rounds saying that the alien in tl1e film is
a human. Come on people wake up and
smell tile coffee. TI1e main human scenario's are either some kind of military or
medical experiment, or a human witl1 Turners disease. A person with this disease does
have some appearances of the alien, the
large head, no nipples and even six fingers.
In the past we all know that tl1e military
establislunent has hideously experimented

..

on humans, but tl1ese explanations leave
out one main point, if tltis is a l1uman
wl1ere is tile belly button. I know of no
known human who was not incubated in
the womb and not attached by an umbilical
cord. TI1eir explanation then is well maybe
its a cloned human, but if we are going to
let our unconfirn1ed stories get that wild
with talk of cloned people, then what's so
wild about it just being a plain old alien.
The skeletal structure of the alleged alien
is also different. Its not a gigantic evolutionary step from us but, there are subtle
differences in the skeletal structure, shape,
and size.
One other point to note is, if this is a
human tl1en why are tl1e internal organs
like none ever seen, I supposed these were
also diseased. If tl1is were a real human
then you would not put fake organs inside
to make it look alien. As we saw in a
recent publicised trial THE GLOVE JUST
DOESN'T FIT.

l.THE ALIEN LOOKS TOO HUMAN
2. THEY HAVE NEVER HEARD OF AN
ALIEN WITH SEXUAL ORGANS
J.THE SIX FINGERS, AND THE SIX TOES
ASPECT.
TI1e problem is tlmt we have become so
conditioned by media tlmt it is now hard for
us to tllink of aliens being anytlling but tl1e
typical pointy chin grey species of the CommUllion type.
TI1e reality is different of course, and
there are thousands of sightings of Humanoid type beings going back hundreds of
years. A little known fact tl1at many people
don't know is that six fingered aliens, and
aliens with sexual organs have also been
reported. A good source of infonnation that
published tl1ese descriptions and even drawings is a book called "THE MATRIX II" by
Vladan1ar Valerian, and published by Arcturus books 1990. (Only 500 copies
printed.)

This leaves just two alternatives :

1. THE FOOTAGE IS REAL
2. THE FOOTAGE IS A SERIES OF SPECIAL EFFECTS.
There is a strong possibility that tl1e
latter are the case. I see no part of the
autopsy footage tl1at could not be produced
today through special effects. Although I
do have a problem with the theory of the
paint/knife, only drawing a line on tl1e skin
instead of cutting it. When the frrst line or
incision is made under the ear travelling
down over the chest, there are no drips for
several seconds. Now if tl1e knife were just
painting a line on the skin you would be
able to see an accumulation of ink, of
which would fonn the drips, but there is
none. Therefore would
it not be wise to suggest
that the liquid seep out
from under the skin,
showing the possibility
tl1at REAL SKIN AND
A REAL KNIFE.
TI1ere is no evidence to
support the theory tl1at
tllis film is fake all we
have are peoples opinions tl1at it can be done.

For the people who are new to tl1e subject, and tl10se who have forgotten some past
cases, I would like to bring tl1eir attention to
an alleged report known as "THE GRUDGE
13 REPORT" which was allegedly seen by
Bill English while working for the U.S.
nlilitary wllilst stationed in Britain. I am not
saying tlmt tl1e report Mr English saw refers
to tl1e Roswell case or even the fihn footage
but I would like to introduce it as a reference
point, so tl1at people can see some sinlilarities to the film reported in the past.
"About nlidway tlrrough the report came
a section tl1at dealt specifically with photographs. Each photo was labelled and had
appendix to certain reports. A number of

The only possibility
left is that tl1e film is
real. Most people feel
that tllis is not possible
because of tluee main
points:
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photos in there dealt with a recovery program of some type that took place in the
south-westem part of the united states. They
did not give a location name but did give
co-ordinates for the area. ll1e photos dealt
with the special teams that were called in to
recover a crashed UFO. It also dealt with
alien bodies and autopsy reports, autopsy
type photographs, high quality, colour, 10 x
8, 5 X 7.
Photo number 1 showed an alien being
on an autopsy table which is a metal table
with nnmels and traps undemeath to trap
fluid and faeces. Body appeared to be a little
short of 4 feet. Table was about 7 feet. No
clothing on body, no genitalia, bodies completely heterous, head was a rounded cranium, slightly enlarged, eyes almond
shaped, slits where nose would be, extremely small moutl1, receding chin line,
holes where ears would be.
Picture showed begi1ming stages of autopsy, following standard procedure, body
was slit from crotch to just w1der chin and
green viscous liquid was in evidence. There
were intemal organs but these could not be
identified. Photo's after tl1at concemed specific areas of intemal organs of what appeared to be a small clusters of multi-valve
heart or at least two hearts witl1in the cadaver. No accurate description of autopsy
report or what was found witiun corpse
accompanying photos. Indication ti1at there
was no stomach or digestive tract per-se.
Later analysis showed that fluid witlun tl1e
body was chlorophyll-based liquid wluch
apparently dealt witi1 photosynthesis or a
sinular process.
One section of tl1e report did specify
tl1at the cadavers were extremely odorous,
but tlus could be accounted for by either
deterioration or a number of tllings, but
tl1eory was that waste was excreted ti1rough
pores of the skin. l11ey could only theorise
tlus in the report because of no xenobiology".
As you can see tl1ere are some aspects of
tl1e film footage that are sinular to the
Grudge report. The American researcher
Jolm Lear managed to question Bill English
further and some otl1er interesting points
are:

+
+
+

At the time of the report 11 alien
cadavers were being kept at
Wright Patterson air force base.
Additional alien cadavers were being stored at 4 to 5 other medical
institutions.
The report stated that there were
17 DIFFERENT SPECIES accounted for at the time of the report.

"'

llus shows ti1at there is a high possibility tl1at ti1e U.S. has a number of different alien cadavers, and that humanoid type
aliens could figure in that possibility. If
like me you believe these reports, and you
come to tlus conclusion then you must also
come to tl1e conclusion that tl1ey would
have autopsied these aliens. You also
would have recorded the autopsy.
Again we are brought back to the
autopsy film, I personally feel tl1at there is
a good possibility that tlus film was released to the public as part of an indoctrination campaign. l11e lack of hard evidence and the bad debris footage acts like
tl1e false code on the fan10us Majestic 12
documents, so as the film can never be
proved to be real but also gives the possibility that it might, and at tl1e same time
releasing tl1e intended infonnation. Just
like the Majestic document I feel only a
govemment shadow group would and
could have the money, plruming, and balls
to pull tlus off. The alleged can1eraman
probably doesn't even exists outside a govennnent plan of action . Shadow groups in
the past have completed far harder dupe
jobs on the public, just remember J.F.K.
We almost take it for grru1ted that the
Abduction phenomenon is real and tl1at
they take spenn and ova from humans, if
tllls is so then would it not be possible that
the hybrids created would look humru10id
in appearance, because ti1e abductees seem
to tlunk so.
The fmal reason people will give you
for not liking tl1e film is that the alien does
not fit tl1e Roswell story. Even tllls falls
flat on its face as we now know that tl1e
incident in tl1e film was not the Roswell
incident. l11e tinung ru1d placing of tl1e
incident does not correspond with what is
known about tl1e Roswell case. Therefore
why should tl1ree aliens look like the
Roswell aliens? If one race of aliens is
visiting our plru1et then why not many?
You may tl1en ask why was tllls film
sold to the public as tl1e Roswell story, and
the most probable answer for this is
money. Roswell is a well established crash
retrieval case witl1 a solid base of interest,
therefore ru1 ideal situation to make
money, if you were to get your hands on
any autopsy footage of aliens. The Roswell
link is where the footage falls flat, the only
link tl1e footage has witl1 the details of tllls
case is in the very basic structure of the
case.

Mr Sru1tilli has probably been pulled
ru1d played along as much as the rest of us.
He probably did not know what he was

getting in to, Would you if tllls fihn were
dropped into your lap? [I tlllnk he knew! ED]
h1 fact would it not be perfect for llin1 to
take all the blame, all the attention away
from tl1e real agenda, the real plan of action
and stop you from asking tl1e real questions
Why would tllls film be shown to the world?
Who would ultimately benefit ?

Daryl Smitll

Reference material :
Incident at Roswell-Available from all
video shops,
A good source of info is Graham Birdsalls
Report on the alleged Roswell Archive
footage.-Availablefrom UFO magazine,
UFO magazine-back issues,
The Grudge 13 Report- Reproduced in some
books and magazines, The Matrix IIArcturus books (probably along time out of
print).

IN NEXT MONTHS
EDITION
We look at the secret government
bunkers beneath our towns and cities
and explore just what is going, or
may be going on.
We will bring you a detailed report
on a South Wales UFO case which
took place near the Brecon area.
We look again at the Free Energy secrets which may be witheld from
public knowledge. Are the military
using such devices already ...
Orgone energy and cloudbusting devices will be explored.

Your support via subscription
is essential for our continued
effective reproduction of the magazine.
If you wish to subscribe please send a
cheque or postal orders made payable to
Truthseekers Magazine.
6 editions- 1 year- £10.20
3 editions- half as year- £5.10

lwnte to the magazine addressl
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